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Made for more fulfillment
You were made for more. More connection. More 
satisfaction. More ending each day knowing you’ve 
made a difference. Throughout our hospitals and clinics, 
Adventist Health creates a setting where providers have the 
opportunity to help individuals live healthier, happier lives. We 
are dedicated to transforming the health experience of our 
communities in California, Hawaii and the Pacific Northwest 
through our unique focus on caring for the whole person—
mind, body and spirit. As a faith-based health system 
founded on Seventh-day Adventist heritage and values, we 
know how important it is to put your mission first. Because 
when you are called to a fulfilling career in healthcare, you 
want to spend your time being more inspired.  
More than 20 hospitals, 250 clinics 
and 4,500 providers throughout the 
West Coast and Hawaii
Learn more about an inspiring career with Adventist Health 
PracticeInspired.org 
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Do you like reunions? I am not sure I do. I suppose it depends on the type of reunion. Be honest, when the word “reunion” is mentioned, what thoughts and images 
come to your mind? Stress? Joy? Anxiety? Happiness? Do you 
think of family gatherings like birthdays, weddings, or funerals? 
Perhaps you are thinking of seeing your child again after they have 
spent a year abroad or getting together with friends, even seeing 
“old” classmates at a reunion. All reunions are formed upon the 
foundation of three elements: a relationship, separation, and being 
reunited again.
They say that relationships formed through intense experiences 
are the most durable. There are not many things more intense 
than being in medical school. This can only be truly appreciated 
by others who have gone through it with you. The long hours of 
studying large volumes of material, assimilating that into a knowl-
edge base, and then trying to apply that knowledge for the benefit 
of your patients creates a pressure and responsibility that is only 
understood by those who have been through it. Can you think back 
to your first medical school test, taking Step 1 boards, your first 
clinical rotation, watching your first surgery, participating in your 
first code blue? I am sure you can remember the people that were 
with you during each of those “firsts.” Those people who shared my 
journey through medical school will always hold a special place in 
my mind.




But separation is an inevitable and natural part of life. Kids 
grow up, friends move away, colleagues go in different directions 
for their careers. Each goodbye is followed with pledges to keep 
in touch. Phone calls, texts, emails, and Zoom or other forms of 
social media are all great vehicles with which to stay connected. Yet, 
nothing compares to being face-to-face.
This is where COVID-19 has really had an impact. It has 
prolonged our separation from each other and has severely reduced 
our in-person interaction. Zoom or FaceTime is better than 
nothing, but I still prefer sitting down and enjoying a face-to-face 
conversation. We are seeing the impact on APC and our class 
reunions this year as we are forced to hold these events virtually for 
the very first, and hopefully last, time. Is this ideal? No. Can we still 
have a meaningful reunion? Yes.
I remind myself that we need to focus on the fact that what 
makes reunions special are the people and the relationships. The 
way we reunite, whether it be physical or virtual, does not diminish 
the quality of those relationships. Neither COVID-19, a lockdown, 
nor any other obstacle can destroy our joy or desire to connect with 
each other.
I have always found it interesting that God created us with an 
innate social need, a need that is only filled with meaningful rela-
tionships. He created us in His image, which means He desires a 
meaningful relationship with us as well. Although COVID-19 can 
impact our relationships and reunions, it can never diminish the 
joy we will experience when we have our face-to-face reunion with 
Him.
I guess I do look forward to reunions after all.n
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2021 AMEN Conference October 28 - 31, 2021
Hyy  Reency  RRRt  and  Spa 
John 9:4
“I must work the works of Him who sent Me while it is day; the night is 
coming when no one can work.”
While it is
For many, the year of 2020 will be remembered as a very bad year. Endless negative adjectives have been used to describe what everyone hopes will soon be a distant memory. 
Businesses were closed, with subsequent loss of jobs, financial 
hardships, and of course, an unprecedented loss of life. As medical 
professionals, many found themselves overwhelmed on the “front 
lines” or their medical practices vastly impacted. I have reflected that 
after 41 years of private practice I retired just six months before our 
world was effectively shut down, and my mostly non-urgent but 
busy surgical practice along with routine gynecological care, would 
have slowed to a crawl. 
But the area where I believe we were all impacted the most was 
the loss of fellowship, and separation from our friends, families, 
and community. Churches closed their doors to the crowds and 
schools were shuttered to the children. Though not quite the same, 
it was fascinating to see how quickly our churches and schools 
responded with technology in an amazing effort to keep us spiritu-
ally connected and our children actively involved in their education.
This year, as we planned the first ever virtual Annual 
Postgraduate Convention and Gala, I found myself reflecting 
upon memories from previous years. Yes, there were lectures and 
luncheons and dress-up galas to attend, but what stood out the 
most to me were the people, the crowds of old friends reconnecting, 
the fellowship, the community that we all have in common. 
We share a very unusual, or shall we say, unique culture. 
Our community doesn’t just begin when we start working after 
completing a residency program. It doesn’t just begin when 
we start medical school. Often, it dates back to college, maybe 
academy or before. Every one of us have friendships that go back 




“THE ROLLOUT OF THE PAYING IT FORWARD SCHOLARSHIP WAS A HUGE MILESTONE FOR OUR 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AND IN MANY WAYS, I 
HOPE THAT IT HELPS TO BETTER DEFINE US IN 
THE FUTURE.
to our childhoods. This is why the uniqueness of our culture is so 
important for preserving those memories and sustaining old friend-
ships. This is a culture that I believe has been vital to us this past 
year, which we all cherish and need to nurture in so many ways. I 
would like to think the Alumni Association can (and does) play a 
significant role in creating new fellowships and sustaining old ones.
This past year, in spite of COVID-19, the pandemic, and poli-
tics, we have had a good year. The rollout of the Paying It Forward 
Scholarship was a huge milestone for our Alumni Association, 
and in many ways, I hope that it helps to better define us in the 
future. Our mantra, “Connect … Create … Care,” is exemplified 
by connecting our alumni and future alumni with mentorship 
opportunities, creating an opportunity to make a significant impact 
in our young students’ lives with a gift of scholarship, and as they 
“pay it forward,” thus caring for our next generation of alumni. As 
I hear the many stories of our third- and fourth-year students, I 
am overwhelmed with their spiritual devotion, their appreciation 
for mentorship, their love of service even as students, and their 
commitment to helping those students that follow down the road. 
They exemplify the concept of  “paying it forward.”
Our dream for this scholarship fund is to grow it to eventually 
provide support to every third- and fourth-year student who needs 
it. The beauty of this program is not just support dollars but the 
connections and emotional support that comes with the mentor-
ship connection between students and alumni.
I want to personally challenge every one of you, our esteemed 
alumni, to take this time to become involved in this amazing oppor-
tunity! Your gift of $10,500 will be double-matched to provide 
50% tuition for a medical student for one year. Each scholarship 
will grow the endowment fund by $21,000 and therefore open the 
door for helping more and more students in the future. 
I am truly honored to serve as your Alumni Association pres-
ident for the coming year! I am thankful for and blessed by the 
organization of the Alumni Association, its staff, and the many 
alumni who serve on various committees and councils. I pray that 
God continues to lead and bless us.n
Today, social media influencers are known
for selling products. Truly great influencers
change lives. 
 
Dr. Raymond E. Ryckman, a Berkeley-
trained medical entomologist and LLU
professor, changed the lives of so many in
science and he taught me life-changing
lessons. He would say, “science doesn’t
happen until the work is published.” He set a
profound example, publishing more than 115
peer-reviewed articles, books, and
monographs. As a professor, he demanded
much of his students. He mastered the art of
Socratic questioning and taught the
importance of multiple hypotheses thinking.
He inspired a faith in the Creator God—a God
who designed genetic mechanisms to allow
organisms to adapt and change in altered
environments.  Dr. Ryckman’s legendary
studies on “kissing bugs” and the Chagas
disease they carry formed a rich library of
information (bibliography of 23,000+
publications and 25,000 curated insects, both
still used today by the CDC and WHO).
 
Please join me in financially supporting
influencers of the future by contributing to
the Ray Ryckman Professional Chair fund
(fund code: MRRYCK).
Did you know you can explore giving
methods, including gifts from donor advised
funds, tailored to your wishes and your
family’s circumstances?
For more information, contact:
Office of Philanthropy
909-558-5010
Loma Linda University Health
PO Box 2000, Loma Linda CA 92354
Ray Ryckman Professional Chair for Microbiology Research & Education
Support a Legacy
Ronald L. Carter, PhD
Loma Linda University Provost
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EDITORIALS
FROM THE PRESIDENT
Well, like everything else in 2020, the Annual Postgraduate Convention (APC) had a slightly different feel. I, like many of you, found some 
portions of the virtual format to be really nice but missed the great 
experiences of running into good friends unexpectedly!
APC causes me to reflect on the heritage of the School of 
Medicine. Heritage can be our Alumni Association’s unique, inher-
ited sense of identity: the values, traditions, culture, and artifacts 
handed down by previous generations. Heritage can express itself 
in many ways. Our alumni can point to values that have been 
passed on, such as a love for education, service in our communities, 
a strong work ethic, or religious devotion. 
Every year at APC, I am reminded of the remarkable journeys 
of our alumni and the significant impact they have on the lives of 
people around them. We have graduated more than 11,500 students 
who were selected to contribute to a specific mission. I regularly 
hear accounts of significant achievements by School of Medicine 
alumni. I hope you will take a moment to look at the extraordinary 
accomplishments of the 2021 Honored Alumni: KATHLEEN J. 
CLEM ’89, RICARDO L. PEVERINI ’84, RICHARD L. 
HENDERSON ’79-B, KAREN W. HENDERSON ’79-B, 
TERRY J. DIETRICH ’71, SHIRLEY TAN INJO ’71, and 
STANLEY A. TAN ’71, featured later in this issue along with 
2021 Alumnus of the Year ROBERT E. SODERBLOM ’63. 
The impact that talented, service-oriented alumni have on the 
world around them is remarkable.
As one of the larger alumni groups in the western states, I 
am touched by how our alumni continually contribute to our 
overall heritage. Both the 25th and 50th anniversary honored 
classes contributed to our Alumni Association Paying It Forward 
Scholarship this year. I am very grateful and feel that having our 
“past” contribute to our “future” adds considerably to the rich 
Reflections on 
Heritage
heritage of the School of Medicine and the College of Medical 
Evangelists!
The year 2020 has brought unique aspects to our student 
experience. I am anxious for our students to fully return back into 
the classroom where they can foster more meaningful in-person 
connections. As I write this, we are just beginning Match Week 
2021. I am sure you can imagine the extra anticipation that is in 
the air. The class of 2021 did not have the opportunity to go away 
to other institutions for senior electives, and all of their interviews 
took place virtually. We, along with the rest of the nation, will see 
how that plays out. 
I would like to thank the alumni for joining us in the devel-
opment and success of our students and school. Our wish is for 
our students’ careers and successes to continue to eclipse our own 
experiences.n
Tamara L. Thomas ’87
School of Medicine Dean
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CHERYL B. HICKETHIER ’85 began practicing in Yakima, Washington, in lifestyle 
health and primary care. She returned to LLU Center for Health Promotion, Preventive 
Medicine Department for just over three years, then moved to Oregon, where for 25 years she 
continued in family practice. Today she is in private practice on the Oregon coast.
GEORGE ISAAC ’89 completed an internal 
medicine residency and subsequently 
joined the general internal medicine 
section at the Loma Linda VA 
Medical Center. He has worked with 
LLU residents and students since 
1992, serving as assistant dean in 1999 and 2000 
and as associate clerkship director under Drs. 
Hegstad and Wong. He and his wife live in Loma 
Linda and have two children.
DANAE NETTEBURG ’06 is a board certified 
OB-GYN physician married to an 
emergency physician whom she met at 
Loma Linda. Their family of six has 
enjoyed serving as missionaries in 
Chad, Africa, since 2010. Last year 
they took nine months off to hike the Appalachian 
Trail, and finished!
RAMONA PILLINER-SNIPES ’99 completed 
her internship in internal medicine at 
Berkshire Medical Center before transi-
tioning to Mount Sinai School of 
Medicine of New York University for an 
emergency medicine residency. Today 
she practices at Kaiser hospitals in Ontario and Fontana, 
California.
SCOTT STRUM ’90 is an associate professor of 
physical medicine and rehabilitation 
(PMR) and pain management at LLU. 
After graduating from medical school in 
1990, he started a residency in PMR, 






2021–2022 Alumni Association Officers
New Board of Directors Members
JOEL BROTHERS ’12 graduated from medical 
school in 2012 before completing an 
internal medicine residency at the 
University of Michigan and a 
hematology/oncology fellowship at 
UCLA-Olive View. He joined the 
LLU faculty in the department of hematology and 
oncology in 2019. 
ALEXANDROS COUTSOUMPOS ’10 is a 
general surgeon at AdventHealth in 
Orlando. Upon completing medical 
school and residency at LLU, he 
served as general surgeon and assis-
tant medical director at Hôpital 
Adventiste d'Haïti in Haiti for two years and 
continues to work internationally on a regular 
basis.
KIESHA FRASER DOH ’01 completed a 
pediatric residency at LLU Children's 
Hospital and a pediatric emergency 
medicine fellowship at Inova Fairfax 
Hospital of Children. She resides with 
her family in Atlanta, Georgia, 
employed as assistant professor of pediatric emer-
gency medicine physician at Emory University/
Children's Healthcare of Atlanta. 
WILLIAM HAYTON ’73-B is an OB-GYN 
physician currently practicing in 
Orange County, California, where he 
lives with his wife, Cheryl Hayton. 
They have four children. 
 

















*Lynda Chan, Medical Auxiliary
*Calvin Chuang, Executive Director
James J. Couperus ’67
Heidi K. Christensen ’09
David H. Creamer ’04, APC Chair
Gregory D. Dietrich ’92
Jesse Dovich ’03, President Elect
Mindi J. Guptill ’06
*Richard H. Hart ’70, LLU President
Marcus W. Heisler ’14
Steven C. Herber ’86
Steven W. Hildebrand ’80-A, Missions Co-chair
*Danielle Hoxie, Medical Auxiliary
Jenny Jaque-Tomlin ’04, Media Chair
Jon R. Kattenhorn ’74, President
Torrey A. Laack ’99
Kaarsten R. Lang ’87
Jason L. Lohr ’01
Kristyn A. Mannoia ’11
Delbe T. Meelhuysen ’87
Gina J. Mohr ’96, Student Affairs Chair
George H. Petti ’62
Tiffany C. Priester ’04, Missions Co-chair
Corey B. Fuller ’10, Neufeld Society
Elmar P. Sakala ’73-B
Gisella Laverne Sandy ’98
H. Del Schutte Jr. ’84, Fundraising Chair
Randell S. Skau ’82
Debra L. Stottlemyer ’86, Past President
Cheryl Tan-Jacobson ’85
*Tamara L. Thomas ’87, LLUSM Dean
Prasit B. Vassantachart ’85, Holding Fund
Joseph M. Verska ’87, CFO
Marilene B. Wang ’86
Shammah Williams ’11
David L. Wood ’80-B
2021-2022 Holding Fund 
Board of Directors
Mark J. Bolton ’94, Past President
*Jesse Dovich ’03
Cheryl B. Hickethier ’85
*Jon R. Kattenhorn ’74
Roland E. Lonser ’67, CFO
Samuel S. Paw ’82, Vice President
Stephenn J. Skahen ’80-A
Prasit B. Vassantachart ’85, President
*Joseph M. Verska ’87
*Ex-officio
New Holding Fund Board of Directors Member
Meet the newest member of the Holding Fund Board of Directors.
Meet the newest members of the Alumni Association Board of Directors.JON R. KATTENHORN ’74 and TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87 greet 
viewers while filming their presentations for the virtual APC Gala which 
streamed online on Sunday, March 7.
Thank You for Supporting Alumni 



























































































Fulfilling the Alumni Association’s mission to 
connect, create, and care would not be possible 
without our generous members. The overwhelming 
number of responses to our 2020 fundraising 
campaign have once again elucidated how fortunate 
we are to be a part of this community of alumni. 
Your generous contributions ensure the work of 
the Association continues as we serve our alumni 
by hosting the Annual Postgraduate Convention, 
publishing the ALUMNI JOURNAL, using our 
media outlets to foster meaningful connections 
among our members, and supporting future alumni. 
The following is a list of all the donors who 
contributed to the our fundraising campaign in 2020. 
























































































































































































































GEORGE T. MUKOSERA (’24) with his family at the 
2020 white coat ceremony.
Members of the class of 2024 gather for prayer and a group picture after the 2020 white coat ceremony.
School of Medicine 
News is developed 
by Hillary Angel, 
communications 












medicine.llu.edu MONTRI D. WONGWORAWAT ’96 Joins ACGME
New Fund Honors LEONARD S. WERNER ’81-RES
Do you remember your pathophysiology course? 
What about your pathophysiology professor? We 
certainly do. The School of Medicine will be forever 
grateful to LEONARD S. WERNER ’81-RES, and 
his long-standing commitment to our students. 
Since 1981, Dr. Werner has taught generations of 
medical students with the desire to create knowledgeable, 
skilled physicians who are lifelong learners. As the former 
senior associate dean of medical student education, he put 
together a team to develop the clinical skills department 
and collaborated to create the simulation center.
Dr. Werner is teaching his last pathophysiology 
course this year, and to celebrate his legacy, the School of 
Medicine has created a special medical education fund in 
his honor. The new fund will provide financial assistance 
to procure additional educational resources for clinical 
skills, basic science, clinical science, and other innovations 
in education.n
Loma Linda University Health 
Consortium residency programs were 
granted nearly $2.7 million in CalMedForce 
awards to help increase access to health care 
and expand California’s physician workforce.
Loma Linda University Health (LLUH) 
residency awardees represent graduate 
medical education programs in pediatrics, 
emergency, family, internal medicine, and 
obstetrics and gynecology. 
DANIEL W. GIANG ’83, associate 
dean for graduate medical education at Loma 
Linda University School of Medicine, says 
LLUH annually invests over $16 million off 
the bottom line to provide the region with 
competent, compassionate physicians. “This 
grant extends our investment by increasing 
the number of physicians we train to serve 
our community and the world,” Giang said.n
LLU Residency Programs Awarded Millions
Members of the San Bernardino County Medical Society present a 
check for nearly $2.7 million on behalf of CalMedForce to Loma Linda 
University School of Medicine graduate medical education programs.
CONNECT WITH THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ON SOCIAL MEDIA!
Follow us on Instagram at @llusmaa for weekly features on notable alumni, updates on Alumni Association events, and more! You 
can also find us on Facebook at facebook.com/llusmaa or visit our website: llusmaa.org. We look forward to connecting with you!
RYAN A. HAYTON ’05 and MARK E. REEVES ’92 pictured 
on graduation day at Malamulo Adventist Hospital.
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MARK E. REEVES ’92 and RYAN A. 
HAYTON ’05 visited Malamulo Adventist Hospital 
in the southeastern African nation of Malawi to celebrate 
the facility’s first surgery residency program graduates.
Two graduates, Lijalem Taye Garba, MD, of Ethiopia 
and Constance Ndum, MD, of Cameroon, were honored 
during the ceremony which marked the latest step for 
Loma Linda University Health and its parent Seventh-day 
Adventist Church to develop advanced health care in 
the region.
Malamulo Adventist Hospital’s surgery program 
was launched a decade ago by Dr. Hayton, who moved 
his family to Malamulo in 2010 to serve as a missionary 
under Loma Linda University’s Deferred Mission 
Appointment program.
With the help of Dr. Reeves, director of the Loma 
Linda University Cancer Center, and Carlos Garberoglio, 
MD, LLU chief of surgery, Dr. Hayton established 
Malamulo as a surgical training site for LLUH surgery 
residents to rotate outside the United States and earn 
credit for their international service time. The department 
of surgery at LLU provides this two-month rotation to 
each of their residents as the first internationally approved 
site of the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical 
Education (ACGME).n
The School of Medicine is pleased to share 
MONTRI D. WONGWORAWAT ’96 has been 
appointed to the Accreditation Council for Graduate 
Medical Education (ACGME) Review Committee for 
Orthopaedic Surgery.
ACGME is an independent, not-for-profit, 
physician-led organization that sets and monitors 
the professional educational standards essential in 
preparing physicians to deliver safe, high-quality 
medical care to all Americans.n
NEWS
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE NEWS
NEWS
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE NEWS
Loma Linda University has 
released a new book written 
by physicians, scientists, and 
researchers titled, “Building 
My Village: A Woman’s Guide 
Through a Career in Medicine.” 
It addresses the unique chal-
lenges and benefits of being a 
woman physician. 
Envisioned by Barbara 
Hernandez, PhD, director of Physician Vitality, and 
TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87, dean of Loma Linda 
University School of Medicine, this book presents a wide 
variety of personal and professional issues that are relevant 
to a wide range of readers, from those first starting in their 
careers to those who wish to slow down. 
Chapters were authored by many LLU faculty members 
and edited by ANDREA W. THORP ’01 and 
Dr. Hernandez.
Each chapter describes facets of special interest to 
women, including language and interaction in the work-
place; how to pursue research; the impact of generational 
norms on women in medicine; partner violence experi-
enced by women physicians; history of women in medi-
cine; being a single-parent physician or a parent of a special 
needs child; and marriage to a non-physician. The book 
received rave reviews and can be purchased through the 
Campus Store in person or online at llu.bncollege.com.n
LLU Releases New Book Featuring LLU Alumni 
and Faculty Advisors
Surgery Residency Program in Africa Graduates 
Inaugural Class at Global LLUH Campus
As we walked back to 
the resident room, I couldn’t 
stop thinking about what 
I had just experienced. I 
couldn’t believe he chose to 
see his mother go through 
that. Why didn’t he make 
her DNR? CPR is brutal. 
Why try to keep her alive at 
this point? If she managed 
to survive our interventions, 
she was almost sure to die in 
the coming days or weeks. 
I made my way home, 
struggling to make sense 
of what I had seen. I 
remembered a very simple 
concept from a first-year religion class: everyone dies differently. 
Each individual’s relationships and experiences leave a unique tear 
in the soul of both the dying and those who love them. To criticize 
the man's response at the climax of his grief would not only have 
been inconsiderate but also a missed opportunity to learn from his 
distinctive grieving process. 
I didn’t walk away that night with some life-changing lesson, per 
se. I was struck with the preciousness of life, the gravity of death, 
and the honor of being able to participate in the transition between 
the two. This was my only first time witnessing a death. Perhaps my 
emotions will become muted after more exposure, but I aspire to 
fight the slide into apathy that far too many physicians experience. 
Throughout my career, I hope to continue to grow in empathy, 
formulate my own understanding of what constitutes being alive 
versus living, and better learn how to guide others through their 
own path to wholeness, even in death.n
THE STUDENT FUND is a branch of the Student Affairs Council and part of the Alumni Association, LLUSM. Its activities are financed 
by your contributions and greatly appreciated by LLU medical students. For more information or to make a donation, please contact the Alumni 
Association at 909-558-4633 or LLUSMAA@LLU.EDU.
Cracked Ribs and Broken Hearts
BY SPENCER J. FREED (’22)
“Code blue, room 4202.” As we dashed out into the hallway I 
had to look at the back of my badge to remind myself what “code 
blue” meant—medical emergency. I was excited; this was the first 
code of my third year in medical school. I was nervous too; I didn’t 
want to get in the way and mess something up.  
There were at least a dozen people present when we arrived. I 
couldn’t differentiate who was who. Physicians, PAs, and nurses all 
looked the same. Only one role was clear—the patient’s. At 54 years 
old, brain metastases a year prior had left her comatose. Yet here we 
were doing compressions. Why wasn’t she DNR? I would soon get 
some clues. 
While fixated on this dance between coordination and chaos, I 
heard the voice of my resident snap me back to reality. “Spencer, you 
should get in line for compressions.” I was hesitant, I had just seen 
a nurse kick someone out of the rotation for weak compressions. 
I didn’t want to be humiliated too. But what could I do? I began. 
One, two, three, four. I felt a rib crack under my palm. “Woah, this 
isn’t a mannequin anymore,” I thought as I continued.
In the midst of my third round of compressions, the room fell 
strangely silent. A weeping young man in blue jeans and faded 
T-shirt entered the room, guided by a nurse. He rocked back and 
forth watching me pound on his mother’s chest again and again. 
Ten, eleven, twelve. I continued my compressions. Out of the corner 
of my eye, I saw him reach out his hand and place it on hers. It 
wasn’t there long. He began sobbing uncontrollably. Overwhelmed 
with grief, he collapsed in a nearby chair. Fifteen minutes later, she 
was pronounced dead. 
RELATIONSHIPS AND EXPERIENCES LEAVE A UNIQUE 
TEAR IN THE SOUL OF BOTH THE DYING AND THOSE 
WHO LOVE THEM.
We were nearing the end of a fairly slow call day for our medical team. With COVID-19 on the 
rise, it appeared those with less severe issues were staying home, resulting in a lighter patient 
load. It was a nice chance to catch my breath. Little did I know, I would soon be putting that 
breath to use. 
Third-year medical student SPENCER 
J. FREED (’22) hopes to specialize in 
urology. When he graduates he will 
be a fourth-generation alumnus of the 
School of Medicine.
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What’s new? Have you accomplished 
something of which you are proud? Have you 
received an award? Served overseas recently? 





BRADLEY W. NELSON ’68 continues his work with the Maasai people of Western 
Kenya and recently published a book, “Hear the Children Cry,” illuminating the stories of 
young Maasai women subjected to dangerous cultural traditions that threaten their bodily 
health. He continues to raise awareness about the issue and works with Kenyan leaders to end 
these harmful practices.
 2000s
DANAE R. ’06 and OLEN A. NETTEBURG ’07, along with their four children, 
Zane, Juniper, Addison, and Lyol, completed the 2,193 mile Appalachian Trail thru-hike in 
October 2020. 
For a missionary family based at Béré Adventist Hospital in Chad, the opportunity to hike 
the Appalachian Trail doesn’t come along every day. However, with ample physician coverage 
at the mission hospital, 2020 was the year to make it happen, and the Netteburg family was up 
to the challenge.
With complications from the pandemic, the Netteburg troupe opted for their own creative 
itinerary to be mindful of COVID-19 safety measures on and off the trail. Between one 
minivan and a borrowed truck outfitted with a camper, they were able to shuttle themselves to 
various starting points up and down the trail, hiking between the vehicles and camping along 
the route as they needed to. 
Backpacking with four children aged 4 to 11 years old comes with its own challenges, but 
Danae and Olen were happily amazed by the resiliency and positive attitudes of all their children. 
The older ones kept the younger entertained and engaged. Even on soggy, chilly early mornings, 
Danae and Olen were left wondering at the lack of complaining from their intrepid children.
Every member of the family earned their own trail name, a hiker’s rite of passage. Olen 
was “Lion King,” Danae claimed “Queen Bee,” Addison, age 7, was “Angel Wings,” Zane, age 9, 
was known as “Boomerang,” Lyol, age 11 was called “Blaze,” and Juniper, the youngest at age 4, 
earned the trail name “Beast.” With the exception of a few fast-moving river crossings (where 
she hitched a ride with her father), young Juniper walked every step of the trail on her own two 
feet, making her the youngest thru-hiker the Appalachian Trail has seen to date. 
Five months worth of actual hiking days and approximately seven months after they began 
in February 2020, the Netteburgs completed the family adventure of a lifetime; the kids are 
already dreaming up the next.n
Editor's note: to see more photos from the Netteburg family Appalachian Trail thru-
hike, view this article online at: llusmaa.org/news.
The Netteburg family marks 1,900 miles 
hiked by spelling out the number with their 
(pungent) socks.
The Netteburg family is all smiles atop 
Katahdin, the highest point in Maine.
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PUC is known for producing competent, caring, and experienced professionals in healthcare. Over several 








Learn with Purpose. Rise in Faith. Serve with Love.
L i v i n g  a  L i f e  o f  S e r v i c e
H e a l t h c a r e  H e r o e s
The other day it dawned on me that the word “quarantine” comes from the Latin root “quadraginta,” meaning “40.” The number rang in my mind, evoking  thoughts of Jesus 
on His journey through the desert, fasting and praying for His 
Father’s guidance. Alone. Isolated. For a whole “quarantine.”
The number also reminded me of a story shared by my friends 
HERBERT N. GIEBEL ’88 and his wife, Gail, who work at 
Christian Medical College (CMC) in Vellore, India. This story was 
written by a young Muslim man, the son of one of their patients. 
“One hot summer day, my father began to have cold symptoms 
which soon progressed into a wet cough with bloody sputum. He 
was having trouble breathing, so we took him to the government 
hospital where he was tested for COVID-19 and admitted. The 
positive result came as a shock to all of us, not only because it 
meant the whole family had to be isolated, but also because we 
were worried about his care at the government hospital. For many 
years our family has trusted the CMC. My great-grandfather 
moved to this area from the north during the early revolts against 
the British. That is when he met and had many conversations with 
Dr. Ida Scudder, so his whole life he had deep faith in the CMC, 
bringing all our sick ones to this hospital. My father’s illness should 
be no different, but due to strict COVID-19 rules, it took over a 
week to convince the hospital staff to let my father be transferred 
to the CMC.
“That’s when the difficult 40 days without my father started. 
With the isolation rules, I could not communicate with him until 
a kind doctor helped connect us through video, which was such a 
blessing. As he became more short of breath, he had a tracheos-
tomy done and could no longer talk to us, but we could still see him 
through video and know that he could hear us. I am thankful to say 
that I am taking my father home today. These 40 days have laid a 
heavy impression on my life, and I will never forget the many kind 
doctors who patiently answered my every request, put my worst 
fears to rest, and gave me the assurance that my father would get 
better. I must admit though, that finances have not been easy. Our 
textiles shop has been closed for the last four months due to the 
lockdown and with my siblings still in school, money has become 
very tight. And I know that my father worries about this, too, since 
the first question in his eyes today was, ‘How did you handle the 
expenses?’ ”
CMC wrote off the patient’s unpaid balance as a result of the 
funds raised by AIMS and distributed to multiple overseas hospi-
tals impacted by this pandemic. I am inspired to see our mission-
aries ministering to patients and their families. I think of those 40 
days or the “quarantine” Jesus spent in the desert, and how even our 
loving Savior needed to be ministered to by angels. He calls us to be 
His hands and feet by ministering to others. Thank you for helping 
us answer that call. 
“Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least 
of these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.” 
Matthew 25:40 (NIV).n
Dr. Lohr is a member of the AIMS Council along with her 
husband Jason L. Lohr ’01. They spent seven years as 
missionaries in Nigeria and Honduras, and now live in the 
Loma Linda area with their children.
AIMS in India: 40 Days





Pictured above is the Christian Medical Center in Vellore, India, where 
HERBERT N. GIEBEL ’88 and his wife, Gail, currently serve.
I WILL NEVER FORGET THE MANY KIND DOCTORS 
WHO PATIENTLY ANSWERED MY EVERY REQUEST 
AND GAVE ME THE ASSURANCE THAT MY FATHER 
WOULD GET BETTER.







Ever wish you could be more directly 
involved in missions? Here is your 
chance! Adventist Frontier Missions 
is seeking medical professionals to 
adopt and partner with our missionaries 
serving unreached people groups 
around the world. 
Are you ready to make an eternal 
difference for the unreached? Here are 
some opportunities:
To learn more about these exciting opportunities 
to adopt a missionary, please call: 541.993.7971
Onsite Medical Support
Spend one or two weeks every one to three years 
providing volunteer medical support at an AFM project. 
This may include anything from outpatient care and 
treatment of tropical skin diseases to student physicals, 
eye and dental care, health education, and training of 
in-field health providers.
Serve Furloughing Missionaries 
Provide wellness checkups, dental care, eye exams or 
other medical services to AFM missionaries in the 
States on furlough.
Support Missionaries Financially
Enable our missionaries’ ministry with a gift of 
$5,000/yr for 5 years.  
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The Loma Linda University Eye Institute 
(LLUEI) strives to be the center of excellence 
for eye care in the Inland Empire. We train 
month. In addition, Joseph Fan, MD, has focused his clinical prac-
tice on pediatric retina and ocular oncology. 
The department successfully recruited two comprehensive 
ophthalmologists to assist with clinical care and instruction at the 
LLUH and RUHS practices. Linda Vargas, MD, a specialist in 
cornea and comprehensive ophthalmology joined us in the fall of 
2020. She is an experienced surgeon and former chief of ophthal-
mology at the Veterans Association Medical Center in Fresno, 
California. Craig White, MD, also joined our faculty last fall, after 
completing a corneal fellowship in our department. They join 
JEFFREY ING ’92 whose surgical experience on mission trips 
will allow us to expand the number of mission trip opportunities 
for residents and attendings once it is safe to do so. We are excited 
about the expertise and passion these providers bring to both the 
LLUH and RUHS facilities.
Our newly expanded residency program will reach a full 
complement of 15 residents by July 2021. Last spring we grad-
uated four excellent and well prepared residents, including two 
School of Medicine alumni: CHARLES MADDUX ’16 and 
ABBY VERCIO ’16; both went into private practice. Our 
attending staff continues to grow along with our expanding resi-
dent numbers and clinic sites.
The ophthalmology department’s clinical trials research remains 
strong, with four dedicated research coordinators anchoring the 
department. Our contributions to investigator-initiated research 
in peer-reviewed publications is accelerating. In the past two years, 
members of our department have contributed to 27 publications. 
The hard work and dedication of our faculty, residents, and 
ancillary staff have allowed us to not only survive but excel through 
a most difficult “time of trouble.” The challenge of meeting the 
growing eye care needs of the Inland Empire remains great; yet, 
we face each challenge with the knowledge the Lord is continu-
ally leading us in our mission to serve. We give God the glory for 




BY  MICHAEL E. RAUSER , MD, CHAIR ,  
DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLO GY, LLUSM
medical students, residents, and fellows for a life of medical ministry 
and provide a depth and breadth of training that prepares our 
students for transition to academia, fellowship, or private practice. 
This past year, despite the inherent barriers faced during the 
COVID-19 crisis, we have continued necessary practice expan-
sion in a number of areas. We completed a major remodel of our 
flagship eye clinic at the Faculty Medical Clinics (FMC) on the 
Loma Linda University Health (LLUH) campus and opened 
our first full-service satellite clinic at the LLUH Beaumont/ 
Banning Complex in July 2020. The latter is a 4,000 square foot 
office to meet the need of subspecialty services in the desert cities. 
Currently, LLUEI performs 5,000 patient exams and 280 surgical 
procedures per month. Across our five clinics we employ 75 staff 
members, 17.4 physician FTE, three optometrists, three retina 
fellows, and one cornea fellow. 
To meet the growing needs of the LLUH emergency depart-
ment and inpatient services, we expanded our subspecialty on-call 
panels to include cornea, glaucoma, and neuro-ophthalmology 
panels in addition to the existing comprehensive and retina panels. 
Our department is actively seeking to grow the surgical retina 
division, and this endeavor is well underway. Bailey Shen, MD, 
vitreoretinal fellow from the Mayo Clinic, joined the department 
in October 2020 for additional fellowship training focused on 
complex vitreoretinal surgery. He joins our faculty in spring 2021. 
Moises Enghelberg, MD, our current first-year surgical vitreoret-
inal fellow, will join our department after fellowship completion 
in July 2022. Kakarla Chalam, MD, has tailored his busy prac-
tice to meet the surgical retina demands at LLUH and Riverside 





OPHTHALMOLO GY  
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:
Jennifer B. Dunbar ’91
OPHTHALMOLO GY 
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:
Samantha E. Perea ’04
Dr. Perea is originally from Redondo 
Beach, California. She earned her master’s 
degree in anatomy along with her medical 
degree at Loma Linda University School 
of Medicine (LLUSM) and stayed for an 
internal medicine internship. She received 
her residency training in ophthalmology at 
the University of South Florida, where she 
also served as chief resident. After fellow-
ship training in glaucoma at the University 
of Wisconsin, she returned to LLUSM as a 
faculty member.
Dr. Perea is a highly skilled surgeon 
with over 17 years of experience. Her 
clinical interests include cataract surgery, 
glaucoma surgery, and glaucoma laser. As 
the program director for the ophthal-
mology residency program, she has been 
instrumental in expanding the residency 
program. Conjunctively, Dr. Perea played 
a lead role in the reintegration of the resi-
dency into Arrowhead Regional Medical 
Center. Now with five rotation sites and 
an established two-week mission elective, 
the educational experience of the residency 
is one of the best in the nation. She goes 
above and beyond to create an excellent 
learning environment. 
Dr. Perea is a member of the American 
Academy of Ophthalmology and the 
American Glaucoma Society. She is also 
active in several professional committees. 
She remains a “core” department member, 
and we are blessed to have her serving in 
these capacities. 
Among her peers, Dr. Perea is known as 
an excellent educator who is very dedicated 
to her patients and residents. She is highly 
appreciated for her huge contribution to 
the department and is always a pleasure to 
work with. 
Outside of work, Dr. Perea enjoys 
spending quality time with her family.n
“THE LORD IS CONTINUALLY LEADING US IN OUR MISSION TO SERVE.
Dr. Rauser, chair of the LLUEI, is an associate professor for the School of 
Medicine. In his free time he enjoys biking, gardening, and cheering for his 
favorite sports teams (Baltimore Orioles and Ravens). 
Originally from Pasadena, California, 
Dr. Dunbar obtained her medical degree at 
Loma Linda University School of Medicine 
(LLUSM) and stayed for her internship 
and ophthalmology residency. She then 
completed a pediatric ophthalmology 
fellowship at Washington University in St. 
Louis and later returned to LLUSM as a 
faculty member. 
Dr. Dunbar has 24 years of experience 
in pediatric ophthalmic surgery, and her 
practice reflects her clinical interest in 
amblyopia and strabismus. She is the vice 
chair of clinical affairs for the department of 
ophthalmology. 
Dr. Dunbar’s core value is community 
service, evidenced by her creation of a 
community screening program to identify 
visual problems in preschool children. 
The George P. Cheng Children’s Vision 
Screening Program, created in 2015, is 
Dr. Dunbar’s vision come to fruition. 
Currently, the program has screened 
over 37,536 children. It is a model for 
other communities to emulate. She was 
awarded the “Community Partner Award” 
by San Bernardino County’s Preschool 
Services Department.
Dr. Dunbar is an active member of the 
American Academy of Ophthalmology 
and American Association for Pediatric 
Ophthalmology and Strabismus. Among 
her peers, Dr. Dunbar is known to provide 
outstanding clinical care in a compassionate 
manner. She has been an excellent teacher 
and mentor to both medical students and 
residents. Her role as principal investigator 
in retinopathy of prematurity studies 
expands the clinical trial research for the 
institute. Dr. Dunbar is dedicated to her 
patients and cares deeply for each individual 
she encounters. 
In addition to her professional duties, 
Dr. Dunbar enjoys quality time with her 
husband, D. DUANE BALDWIN ’91, 
and their two children.n
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clinic in San Bernardino. Its faculty provides general and tertiary 
specialty services at LLU Medical Center and linked faculty clinics. 
Faculty members reach into the community, providing most medi-
cine specialty services at Riverside University Health and cardi-
ology services at Arrowhead Regional Medical Center, the county 
hospitals for San Bernardino and Riverside, California.
The faculty has adapted to the demands of the COVID-19 
pandemic, adjusting to phone and video visits and donning and 
doffing protective gear. Department critical care physicians have 
borne the stress and pain of daily COVID-19 deaths in the medical 
ICU. With collaborations that included surgeons, anesthesiolo-
gists, cardiologists, family physicians, and redeployed residents and 
fellows, the division of hospital medicine expanded to provide care 
to a census of over 200 COVID-19 patients while continuing to 
care for patients with usual ailments.
Daring to hope and poised for a post COVID-19 crisis era, 
faculty members know that education and practice will not go back 
to the “old ways.” Going forward, some work will be remote. Some 
lectures will remain online. Certain patient complaints will be 
addressed through video conferences. Faculty and learner identities 
reflect service during a time of epochal challenge. They embrace 
change, and they hold steady on things that count. 
The LLU mission, “...to continue the teaching and healing 
ministry of Jesus Christ ‘to make man whole’” resonates with an 
increasingly diverse faculty. Their written reflections express the 
mission statement in their own words, memes, metaphors, and 
behaviors. Their actions testify to renewal and reinvention of the 
mission. Here is an example:
“Loma Linda's mission statement has always resonated with 
me. As physicians, we are taught to overcome humanity's physical 
“No one can see the kingdom of God unless 
they are born again… Flesh gives birth to 




BY  D OUGLAS R . HEGSTAD ’80-A, CHAIR ,  
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE, LLUSM
In his book “Fundamentals: Ten Keys to Reality,” 2004 Nobel 
laureate Frank Wilczek says, “To appreciate the physical universe 
properly, one must be ‘born again.’ If we once again open ourselves 
up to the world, curious and without preconceptions—if we allow 
ourselves to be born again—we come to understand the world 
differently. Some things, we must learn. Some things, we must 
unlearn. The process of being born again can be disorienting. To 
those who are born again, in the way of science, the world comes 
to seem fresh, lucid, wonderfully abundant.” Physicians born again 
“in the way of science” reap a reward distinguished professor of 
medicine DAVID J. BAYLINK ’57 captures with the phrase, 
“Elegance of understanding.”
Continuous rebirth hints at the nature of the 2021 department 
of medicine. A diverse faculty (of over 500 members) has published 
more than 300 peer-reviewed articles in the past two years. The 
department includes 10 clinical divisions and two research divi-
sions. Our faculty are actively involved in leadership with three 
physicians elected as governors or presidents of national medical 
societies and six serving as deans in the School of Medicine.
Our internal medicine residency and six fellowships have received 
full and continuing accreditation, and record numbers of Loma 
Linda University (LLU) medical students are applying to internal 
medicine. In addition to 89 categorical internal medicine residents, 
the department of medicine faculty provide R-1 education for 18 
residents preparing for training in other fields. Combined internal 
medicine/pediatrics residents, internal medicine/anesthesia resi-
dents, and 117 residents from other disciplines rotate through the 
internal medicine and specialty services each year.
As of January 2021, the department has National Institutes of 
Health grant funding (Activ-2, Jennifer Veltman, MD), partici-
pates in more than 100 industry-sponsored clinical trials, and has 











Jennifer Veltman, MD, is a graduate 
of Wayne State University School of 
Medicine (WSUSM). Upon earning her 
medical degree, she stayed at WSUSM to 
complete an internal medicine and pediatric 
residency before transitioning to UCLA/
David Geffen School of Medicine for an 
infectious diseases fellowship. Dr. Veltman 
joined the Loma Linda University (LLU) 
department of medicine in October 2019.
In August 2020, she was appointed 
head of the division of infectious diseases 
(ID). Since taking the helm, Dr. Veltman 
has been proactive in expanding the divi-
sion of ID, adding four faculty members. 
In a demanding year for all ID physicians, 
she obtained grant funding for a new 
HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis clinic and 
acquired National Institutes of Health 
funding as a co-investigator of COVID-19 
clinical treatment trials. In partnership 
with the San Bernardino Department 
of Public Health, Dr. Veltman lent her 
expertise to advance protocols for elemen-
tary COVID-19 testing to safely reopen 
schools. Her latest adventures include 
organizing mobile vaccine clinics to reach 
the most vulnerable populations in our 
community. Dr. Veltman’s enthusiasm for 
collaboration and entrepreneurialism are 
evident in her efforts to tangibly meet the 
ID needs of our hospital system and the 
broader population of the Inland Empire. 
Dr. Veltman and her husband, Chris 
Veltman, live in Redlands. They have two 
children, and in her limited free time, she 
and her family enjoy hiking, camping, and 
having quarantined, home-based dance 
parties to Twenty One Pilots songs.n
(Continued on page 44)
After obtaining his medical degree 
and master’s of business administration 
at Loma Linda University (LLU), Dr. 
Matus stayed on to complete his internship 
and residency in internal medicine and 
then served as chief medical resident at 
Riverside County Medical Center. He later 
joined the division of hospital medicine at 
Loma Linda University Medical Center 
(LLUMC) as associate director and in 
2019 assumed his current position as head 
of the division.
During his tenure the division of 
hospital medicine has grown to include 
over 40 faculty members. The division 
currently provides care to more than 
half the inpatients at LLUMC with over 
59,000 patient encounters per year. 
Throughout 2020, Dr. Matus led 
the acute care response to the influx of 
COVID-19 patients. He matriculated 
surgeons, cardiologists, family physicians, 
and volunteer residents who successfully 
met the challenge of caring for over 2,000 
adult patients with acute COVID-19 
infection with a daily peak census of 
over 215. The department of medicine is 
fortunate to have his leadership within the 
division of hospital medicine.
Moving forward, Dr. Matus has many 
goals for the division, which include opening 
a 24/7 observation unit, formalizing 
surgical co-management services, embed-
ding ultrasound into daily rounds, and 
starting a hospitalist fellowship program.
Dr. Matus resides in Loma Linda with 
his wife, Sara, and his two daughters, 
Margaux and Geneva.n
“IF WE WISH TO BE PHYSICIANS, HEALERS OF SUCH HUMANITY, WE CAN ONLY DO SO BY 
ACKNOWLEDGING ALL THE PARTS OF OUR PATIENTS. 
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Attendees of the “virtual” 89th Annual Postgraduate Convention (APC), in collaboration with Loma Linda University Health Homecoming, greeted friends and 
classmates with enthusiastic “fist bumps” in Zoom chat rooms 
instead of in-person embraces. 
This year’s theme, “Making Man Whole: A Time for Review 
and Restoration,” was reflected by Continuing Medical Education 
course offerings, including topics in pediatric and palliative medi-
cine in the era of COVID-19, racism in health care, stem cell and 
mononuclear cell therapies, pelvic floor dysfunction, postpartum 
depression, new results from Adventist Health Study-2, gener-
ational issues, telehealth, and chronic lower back pain. Thomas 
LaVeist, PhD; Kimbell Kornu, MD, PhD; and Wise Young, MD, 
PhD, were featured guest speakers.
Attendees could view virtual scientific poster presentations and 
the annual business meeting, featuring Alumni Association updates.
This year APC maintained its tradition of providing opportuni-
ties for classmates and friends to reconnect. More than ten classes 
organized virtual or in-person reunions, including the class of 
1971, which celebrated its 50th anniversary. 
Sabbath services were enjoyed online by attendees around 
the world, and we hope you were able to partake in a traditional 
haystack lunch after.
The highlight of APC was the virtual Gala, streamed on March 
7, free to all! The classes of 1971 and 1996 were honored as they 
presented their class gifts, seven alumni received Honored Alumni 
awards, and ROBERT E. SODERBLOM ’63 was named 
the 2021 Alumnus of the Year. Students from the class of 2021 
provided musical entertainment for the evening, and inspiring 
videos featuring student stories were shown.
We hope to see you all in person next year at the 90th Annual 
Postgraduate Convention.n
APC 2021 in Review
MARCH 4–8, 2021
BY DAVID H. CREAMER ’04, AP C GOVERNING COUNCIL CHAIR
APC 2020
(From left) DANIEL R. REICHERT ’88 serves as livestream host while Calvin Chuang, Alumni Association executive director, manages the stream 
and JON R. KATTENHORN ’74, Alumni Association president, monitors incoming questions during the virtual plenary sessions.
 1
CLASS REUNIONS
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APC 2021 APC 2021
GOLD YEAR HONORED CLASS: Class of 1971 | 50th Anniversary
BACK ROW (all from left):
1. Larry D. Bowes
2. Bobetta S. Berthelsen
3. Donald E. Shearer
4. Gerald L. Grube
5. Dale L. Morrison
6. Jeffrey D. Cao
7. Terry J. Dietrich
8. Dale R. Anderson
9. Donald L. Anderson
10. Allen N. Beardsley
11. David H. Lowe
12. John R. Melnick
13. John T. Thiel 
FRONT ROW:
14. Lauraine J. Larson
15. Shirley Tan Injo
16. Robert B. Summerour
17. Steven C. Stewart
18. Robert R. Torrey, Jr.
19. Richard L. Yukl
20. Kimber L. Schneider
Class of 1976-A
TOP ROW (all from left):
1. Jack (Chip) Chaffin
2. Lindsay B. Paden
3. Linda K. Olson
4. Richard C. Brown
5. Loran D. Hauck
6. Lloyd E. Ruff 
Class of 1991
TOP ROW (all from left):
1. Paul Chung
2. Andrew S. Kennedy
3. Eric D. Morgan
4. Karen Artess & Jo Orquia
5. Benny Hau 
SECOND ROW
6. Ivan J. Wortman
7. David K. Fukuda
8. Linda S. Tseng-Ong
9. Arlyn Sunshine Drew
10. David L. Gano 
THIRD ROW
11. Tammy L. Hayton
12. Thomas M. Makowski
13. David M. Blue
14. Adrianne Beck
15. Art Giebel 
FOURTH ROW
16. Brent L. Kane
17. Duane and Jennifer Baldwin 
18. Judita C. Bautista
19. Leroy B. Pascal
20. Karen Littell
FIFTH ROW
21. Allen G. Yee
22. Roxanne E. Hertzog
23.  John R. Dingilian
24.  Juan C. Narvaez





8. Larry J. Losey
9. Marcia J. Franklin
10. Nancy J. Anderson
11. Linda W. Chu
12. Julie A. Abbott 
THIRD ROW
13. Michael W. & Janine Jones
14. Marcia Stone
15. Robert D. Martin 
16. Karl D. Ordelheide
17. Ronald E. Cafferky
18. Victor A. Wallenkampf
FOURTH ROW
19. David W. Hodgens 
20. Richard L. Faiola
21. Douglas E. Severance
22. Gene R. Conley Sr.
23. Glenn A. Rouse
24. Arthur D. Santos 
FIFTH ROW
25. Manoucher Manoucheri
26. Kenneth I. Stone
27. Don Gaede
28. Gary R. Watts
29. Elton R. Kerr
30. Donald Prouty 
BOTTOM ROW
31. Manly Hyde 
TOP ROW (all from left):
1. John L. Murdoch
2. Myron K. Krueger
3. James M. Phang 
4. Carl E. Henning
5. Reginald & Shirley Rice
6. Clifford E. Vance
MIDDLE  ROW:
7. Robert E. Soderblom
8. Judith R. Constantino
9. Howard B. Emery
10. Leland R. Raymond
11. Ramona R. Clark
12. Richard L. Milholm
BOTTOM  ROW:
13. Catherine M. Wilson
14. John & Arlene Sproed
15. Eric Ngo
16. Lois A. Ritchie
17. Gary L. Ballard 
NOT PICTURED:
18. Hal D. Harden 
Class of 1963
(1) SHIRLEY TAN INJO ’71 
and LARRY D. BOWES ’71 
reminisce during their 50th 
anniversary class reunion.
(2) MATTHEW STURM (’21)  
and his wife, Hyerim, take a 
quick selfie while viewing the 
virtual APC Gala.
(3) DANIEL R. REICHERT ’88 
serves as livestream host and 
announcer during the virtual 
plenary sessions.
(4) KATHERINE KNOX-
CONCEPCION (’21) and her 
husband, Cole Knox, about 
to enjoy dinner sponsored by 
alumni during the virtual Gala.
(5) ROBERT E. 
SODERBLOM ’63 shares his 
heartfelt thanks for being 
recognized as the 2021 
Alumnus of the Year in a 
recorded speech aired during 
the virtual Gala. 
(6) Jonathan Davidson, 
Alumni Association video 
and photo specialist, films a 
special musical performance 
by TRACE HUANG (’21) for 







(1) Donna and H. ROGER 
HADLEY ’74 record one of 
their daily devotional thoughts 
aired at the beginning of each 
day of CME sessions. 
(2) (From left) DALE R. 
ANDERSON ’71, DAVID 
H. LOWE ’71, STEVEN C. 
STEWART ’71, and JEFFREY 
D. CAO ’71 catch up during 
their 50th anniversary 
class reunion.
(3) Classmates LOUIS 
UGALDE (’21) and ALEXIS 
CARNDUFF (’21) show their 
appreciation for their meal 
provided by generous alumni 
sponsors while watching the 
virtual APC Gala.
(4) ERIC K. FRYKMAN ’96 
presents the class gift on behalf 
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Raymond Herber Loyalty Award
KELLY D. BEAMS ’87 is the first ever 
recipient of the Raymond Herber Loyalty Award, 
which recognizes the individual who has pledged 
the highest upgrade in perpetual membership 
status in the past year. This award was created 
to honor the late RAYMOND HERBER ’57, who led by 
example in support of perpetual memberships, encouraged 
many to become perpetual members, and continually sought 
to promote the mission of the Alumni Association.n
Student Awards
Each year at the APC Gala, in addition to recognizing 
our distinguished alumni awardees, the Alumni Association 
looks forward to recognizing exemplary students through two 
student awards: the Heart for Service Award and the Student 
Affairs Council (SAC) Representative Award.
Established and funded by the class of 1990, the Heart for 
Service Award is given to a senior medical student who exem-
plifies the character of Christ and demonstrates a commitment 
to service, either at home or abroad. The 2021 Heart for 
Service Award recipients are REED NERNESS (’21) and 
KRISTOFF FOSTER (’21).
The SAC Representative Award is presented to the student 
representative from the graduating class. This year’s recipient is 
LORIE-MAE NICOLAS (’21).n








































Weldon D. Schumacher 
Philanthropy Award
RALPH A. KORPMAN ’74 was the indi-
vidual who made the highest contribution to the 
Alumni Association in the past year, making him 
the 2021 recipient of the Weldon D. Schumacher 
Philanthropy Award. This award was created to 
honor the late WELDON D. SCHUMACHER ’62, a 
generous alumnus who showed exemplary commitment to the 
School of Medicine.n
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It gives the Alumni Association great pleasure to recognize each of the 2021 
Honored Alumni for their exemplary careers, contributions to research, and ongoing 
commitment to excellence in medicine and the mission of their alma mater.
KATHLEEN J. CLEM ’89 
Following medical school and a 
residency in emergency medicine, 
Dr. Clem joined the faculty of Loma 
Linda University (LLU), where she 
established the longest running 
international emergency medicine 
fellowship in the nation. 
She went on to serve as chief of 
the division of surgery and the inaugural division chief of 
emergency medicine at Duke University. 
Upon returning to LLU in 2007, she became the first 
female chair of any department within the institution. 
She advanced the emergency medicine program and was 
instrumental in designing the newly constructed emergency 
department. Later in her career she served as chief clinical 
officer of AdventHealth System.
A nationally recognized leader and advocate for diversity 
and women in emergency medicine, Dr. Clem continually 
seeks to develop leaders in her field. 
Dr. Clem is currently a professor at Geisel School of 
Medicine at Dartmouth. She and her husband, Terry, reside 
in Vermont.
RICARDO L. PEVERINI ’84
After completing medical school, 
Dr. Peverini stayed on to finish a 
pediatric residency and fellowship in 
neonatology. He completed a second 
fellowship in internal medicine and 
his second master’s degree in medical 
informatics at Stanford University. 
He later returned to Loma Linda 
University (LLU) where he has served on the faculty and 
as an attending neonatologist for 28 years. He served as 
associate dean for clinical faculty and is currently the vice 
dean for clinical affairs. His leadership has shaped the 
quality and efficiency of clinical instruction at LLU. As 
president of the Faculty Medical Group, he along with 
others, consolidated over 20 separate corporations into 
a single, integrated medical group; a milestone that has 
greatly improved its functionality.
He currently resides in Loma Linda with his wife, 
KATHLEEN M. LAU ’82. They have two sons in 
medical school at Loma Linda, ANDREW (’23) and 
DANIEL (’24).
KAREN W. ’79-B AND 
RICHARD L. HENDERSON ’79-B
The Drs. Henderson met and 
married in medical school before 
graduating together in 1979. They 
completed their residencies at Loma 
Linda University, Karen in pediatrics 
and Richard in orthopedic surgery. 
They were subsequently recruited to 
Siskiyou County, a severely medically 
underserved region in Northern California.
Medical resources were scarce when they arrived at their 
“stateside mission field.” Karen was the only pediatrician 
in the county and as such assumed a 24/7 pediatric call. 
For 21 years she pioneered pediatric care throughout the 
underserved region, educating the hospital staff and saving 
the lives of hundreds of children. She also made the first 
diagnosis of pediatric HIV in the county.
Richard served as chief of staff and was the lead physician 
responsible for raising funds to construct Fairchild Medical 
Center to replace the antiquated hospital. A milestone for 
the community, the new hospital allowed him to elevate the 
level of musculoskeletal care available in the region. He also 
helped fund a community medical clinic to serve the large 
population of patients on state-funded MediCal insurance. 
He also served as an adjunct faculty member for UC Davis 
School of Medicine.
In 2006, they reestablished their practices in Walla 
Walla, Washington. Since then, they have collectively partic-
ipated in and led nine short-term medical mission trips to 
the Pacific Islands in partnership with Canvasback Missions.
They live in College Place, Washington, and have two 
children, MATTHEW L. HENDERSON ’12 and 
Kristen. They are proud grandparents of three grandchildren.
TERRY J. DIETRICH ’71
Upon graduating medical school, 
Dr. Dietrich completed a general 
surgery residency at Riverside 
General Hospital, then returned 
to Loma Linda for an orthopedic 
surgery residency.
In 1978, he moved to Puerto Rico 
where he ran a busy practice treating 
a variety of orthopedic needs at Bella Vista Hospital. Twelve 
years later his family moved to Washington, where a lighter 
patient load allowed time to continue serving overseas as 
a leader on several short-term medical mission trips. Dr. 
Dietrich later moved to Wisconsin to join ThedaCare health 
care system to build and implement orthopedic programs. 
After the 2010 Haiti earthquake, Dr. Dietrich served 
one year as director of the orthopedic program at Hôpital 
Adventiste d'Haïti. Inspired to produce a book, “HAITI: 
Together We Move,” he used the proceeds to fund an endow-
ment that continually supports the orthopedic program.
Dr. Dietrich and his wife, Jeannie, reside in Vancouver, 
Washington, and enjoy being grandparents to their 
five grandsons.
SHIRLEY TAN INJO ’71
Upon graduating from medical 
school, Dr. Tan completed a 
residency in anesthesiology at the 
University of Louisville. She also 
completed a fellowship in obstetric 
anesthesia at Stanford University. 
After six years of private prac-
tice she joined the faculty at Loma 
Linda University and stayed for 38 years. In that time she 
served as anesthesia service chief of the East Campus and 
the Outpatient Surgery Center, advancing the anesthesia 
programs at both locations. 
Dr. Tan has been instrumental in forming multiple 
scholarship funds for medical students and has served on the 
Institutional Review Board for 26 years. She was a member 
of the Alumni Association Board of Directors and the APC 
Governing Board. 
Since 1985, Dr. Tan has dedicated much of her 
time to mission service. Along with her husband, 
DANIEL INJO ’78-B, they created a nonprofit 
organization dedicated to furthering medical and evange-
listic mission work. She currently resides in Loma Linda 
with her husband.
STANLEY A. TAN ’71
After completing medical school 
and an endocrinology fellowship, Dr. 
Tan stayed on to join the faculty at 
Loma Linda. His world-renowned 
work with Lee Berk, DrPH, on the 
neuroendocrine and immune effects 
of mirthful laughter and exercise 
placed Loma Linda University at the 
forefront of psychoneuroimmunology.
In 2001, he left California and embarked on 20 years 
of endocrinology research and practice that took him to 11 
hospitals across the United States. He was instrumental in 
establishing the endocrinology and diabetes center at Cape 
Fear Valley Health System and served as far away as Tripler 
Army Medical Center in Honolulu. He has earned recogni-
tion from both the American College of Chest Physicians 
and the American College of Cardiology and continues to 
actively conduct and present his research.
He currently teaches and practices at Fayetteville VA 
Medical Center in Arkansas, where he resides with his wife, 
LINDA G. TAN ’73-A.n
DID YOU MISS THE VIRTUAL GALA?
You can still view the Honored Alumni videos along with 
other content from the 2021 APC Gala by visiting the 
Alumni Association website. 
Visit: llusmaa.org/apc 
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Alumnus of the 
Year: ROBERT E. 
SODERBLOM ’63
BY DENNIS E. PARK, MA, ’07-HON AND MEGHANN HEINRICH, ASSISTANT EDITOR
After 50 years of service at Loma Linda 
University, ROBERT E. SODERBLOM ’63 was 
named the 2021 Alumnus of the Year at the 
89th Annual Postgraduate Convention Gala.
ROBERT E. SODERBLOM ’63 smiles for a photo with his wife, Alice, on 
one of their many sightseeing trips. 
Dr. Soderblom is a man of perpetual motion. The youngest of 
seven, and of those the only one to pursue education beyond high 
school, his life and career are a testament to his boundless drive. 
When Dr. Soderblom was in seventh grade, he became a member 
of the Seventh-day Adventist (SDA) Church, a decision that would 
profoundly impact the trajectory of his life. He was fortunate to 
find friendship and mentorship in Vernie and EMMORD V. 
PYLE ’33, an SDA couple who took a keen interest in his success. 
Dr. and Mrs. Pyle paid for Dr. Soderblom’s education from eighth 
grade through medical school, opening the door to his future in 
medicine. Their abundant generosity instilled in him the desire to 
give back and benefit others when his turn came.
After his first year in medical school, Dr. Soderblom married 
the love of his life, Alice Lastine, a recent graduate from the New 
England Sanitarium and Hospital’s School of Nursing. Upon grad-
uating from Loma Linda University (LLU) in 1963, he served his 
internship at the Washington Sanitarium and Hospital in Takoma 
Park, Maryland. Following his internship, he served a two-year stint 
in the Air Force at James Connally Air Force Base in Waco, Texas. 
Upon fulfilling his military obligation, Dr. Soderblom returned to 
Loma Linda University in 1966 for a residency in internal medi-
cine, where LLU faculty members convinced him his future was in 
nephrology. This led him back to Texas for a two-year fellowship in 
nephrology at Parkland Hospital in Dallas.
In 1971, he returned to LLU and joined the nephrology faculty. 
He served as chief of the nephrology division and director of dial-
ysis services at LLU Medical Center from 1979 to 1992. He later 
served as the nephrology fellowship program director from 2008 
to 2016. In these positions his affinity for mentorship shone as he 
emphasized the importance of  “Thoroughness, completeness, and 
excellence” to students and residents on his service, which earned 
him recognition as the Macpherson Society Teacher of the Year in 
2006. Dr. Soderblom describes his approach to medical education 
this way, “When I teach my students how to take care of patients, 
I want them to avoid only being retroactive. I try to teach them 
to be proactive—to see a problem that could be coming and then 
hopefully prevent it from ever coming.” 
A globe-trotter with well over 2 million miles of air travel to 
his name, Dr. Soderblom enjoys combining his affinity for explo-
ration with his commitment to mission service and has done so 
on countless overseas medical mission trips. Shortly after 9/11 
he began instructing physicians in Kabul, Afghanistan, traveling 
to the war-torn city a total of nine times. He also volunteered in 
Haiti after the 2010 earthquake and attended medical mission 
trips to Guyana, Brazil, Rwanda, and Belize. With encouragement 
from RICHARD H. HART ’70, he started a dialysis unit in 
Trinidad, to which he traveled monthly for 10 consecutive years. 
The Trinidad unit saw growth from 2–80 patients in that time. 
Unsurprisingly, Dr. Soderblom has set foot in close to 50 countries 
and plans to see a few more in his retirement. 
No stranger to the Alumni Association, Dr. Soderblom served as 
APC Governing Board chair and is widely known for coordinating 
the APC Friday night vespers program, the famed APC Saturday 
night program, and the APC banquet entertainment program. 
In 2001, he served as president of the Alumni Association. He 
has also served on the Student Affairs Council, hosted dozens of 
students in his home, and consistently taken part in the Association 
mentorship program. On many a Friday evening, he and his late 
wife, Alice, could be found providing food, hospitality, and fellow-
ship to a crowd of medical students. “Family is important,” he says, 
“and as a graduate of Loma Linda University School of Medicine, 
this [Alumni Association] is part of your professional family, one 
nearly as important as your genetic family. I think we need to treat 
it as such: keeping in contact with it, advising it, supporting it, and 
praying for it.”
Dr. Soderblom has served in various church offices, including 
head elder, and is known for producing the Calimesa Community 
Concert Series, bringing world-renowned Christian musicians to 
the Inland Empire for over 30 years.
When asked what he does to relax, “Dr. Bob,” as he is affection-
ately known, chuckles. Even in his recently initiated retirement, he 
plans to continue teaching, seeing patients, organizing concerts, 
traveling, and mentoring medical students. 
Upon reflection, Dr. Soderblom has this to say about the past 
50 years at LLU, “I took an aptitude test when I was in academy, 
and after I completed it they said, ‘You probably shouldn’t try to 
go to medical school.’ I remember thinking, ‘I don’t care what the 
test says, I want to study medicine.’ As I look back on the last 50 
years of being here on campus, I am impressed how time and time 
again Providence has led me to where I am. It has been an awesome 
journey, particularly working with students and residents. I think 
this is where He wants me to be.”n
A group of students gather around ROBERT E. SODERBLOM ’63 on one 
of the nine trips he made to Kabul, Afghanistan. 
(Left) Longtime colleagues and friends, ROBERT E. SODERBLOM ’63 and RICHARD H. HART ’70 during graduation day festivities. 
(Right) ROBERT E. SODERBLOM ’63 on a medical mission trip to British Guiana (now Guyana) early in his career. 
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College savings? Paying off debt? Building a home? Retirement?
For more than 40 years, Eddie Ngo, CFP®, has been helping Loma Linda University School of Medicine alumni 
pursue their goals and dreams through financial planning. Eddie Ngo helps his clients with:
• Strategies to build a diverse financial portfolio
• Advice on pension planning, investment related tax planning and insurance needs
• Financial plans to guide you through every stage of life from birth to retirement
EDDIE NGO
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™
222 East Olive Ave. Suite #2 • Redlands, CA 92373 • Office: 909.307.1760 • eddie.ngo@edngofinancial.com 
WHAT ARE YOUR DREAMS?
Securities offered through Sigma Financial Corporation. Member FINRA & SIPC. Fee-based investment advisory services offered 
through Sigma Planning Corporation, a registered investment advisor.
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During his undergraduate years at Atlantic 
Union College, Dr. Nelson spent a mission 
year in Mexico assisting MAURICE K. 
BUTLER ’52. There he glimpsed the 
life of a mission doctor. Upon completing 
medical school and a rotating internship at 
Washington Adventist Hospital, he was eager 
to serve overseas once again. 
Dr. Nelson became a Trans-Africa Division appointed relief 
physician. As such, he was on call to fill in wherever and whenever 
needed within the division. From 1969 to 1984 he and his family 
moved nine times within Africa, serving in five different countries. 
He arrived at hospitals in times of great need and disorder. His 
position required him to step in and restore a sense of normalcy 
and functionality until called elsewhere or until a more permanent 
physician could take his place. 
Today, Dr. Nelson strives to help end dangerous cultural tradi-
tions that threaten the bodily health of young women in Western 
Kenya. He recently published a book illuminating the issue, and he 
plans to return to Africa as soon as the pandemic permits.n
After medical school Dr. Hoehn completed 
an internship and residency in family medi-
cine at the University of Calgary Foothills 
Hospital.
As soon as his training was complete, he 
set out to fulfill a lifelong dream of medical 
mission service in Africa. He and his wife, 
Deanne, served at Maluti Adventist Hospital 
in Lesotho for just over three years before they were called to 
Mwami Adventist Hospital in Zambia. There, Dr. Hoehn served 
as medical director of the 150-bed mission hospital for nine years. 
While in Africa, he and Deanne welcomed two sons and 
enjoyed forming meaningful relationships within their community. 
As medical director, Dr. Hoehn prioritized unifying the diverse 
hospital staff and elevating the level of care by recruiting care 
providers and expanding the nursing school. 
Dr. Hoehn settled in Walla Walla, Washington, in 1987 where 
he practiced until his retirement in 2017. He has led 10 mission trips 
back to Africa, and remains passionate about mission service. Today, 
he enjoys writing and spending time with his grandchildren.n
BRADLEY W. NELSON ’68 JOHN B. HOEHN ’71
Dr. Blomquist Receives Iner Sheld-Ritchie Presidential Award
INGRID K. BLOMQUIST ’81 has 
contributed in exemplary ways to the Alumni 
Association’s mission to support present and 
future graduates of our school as they carry 
out the ministry of Jesus Christ.
As an infectious disease specialist 
with a passion for mission service, Dr. 
Blomquist listened to the stories of alumni 
returning from Loma Linda University’s (LLU) Deferred Mission 
Appointments and was alarmed to find our graduates were unpre-
pared to handle diseases not seen in the United States. 
Raising monies through Adventist International Medical 
Society (AIMS), she was foundational in making an online course 
in global health available to all LLU students and faculty, free 
of charge. 
While researching tropical medicine and global health courses, 
Dr. Blomquist connected with William Stauffer, MD, the then 
Every year the Iner Sheld-Ritchie Presidential Award is granted to individuals of exemplary character and commitment to the vision and mission of the 
Alumni Association.
director of the Minnesota Center for Global Health. She was 
shocked to learn Dr. Stauffer had no knowledge of LLU despite 
our long history of medical mission work overseas. It seemed LLU 
had been left behind in the world of academic global health, and 
this too Dr. Blomquist set out to change.
She went to work creating the Global Service Pathway and a 
global health senior elective for LLU medical students. Participants 
in the Global Service Pathway complete an online course, attend a 
refugee health course at Johns Hopkins University, serve overseas, 
and learn from some of the foremost physicians in the field. They 
also qualify to sit for the Clinical Tropical Medicine and Travelers' 
Health exam offered by the American School of Tropical Medicine 
and Hygiene.
In addition to creating real solutions to improve LLU’s pres-
ence in global health, during her four years as president of the 
(Continued on page 35)
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Dr. Akamine is a second-year 
chief fellow in infectious disease at 
Baylor College of Medicine. She 
graduated from LLUSM in 2015 
and completed her internal 
medicine residency at LLU. She is an 
investigator at Baylor College of Medicine's 
Vaccine and Treatment Evaluation Unit and a 
mentee of the Infectious Diseases Clinical 
Research Consortium.
Dr. Ing is currently section chief 
of the infectious diseases section at 
the VA Loma Linda Healthcare 
System. He is board certified in 
infectious diseases and internal 
medicine and received his diploma in tropical 
medicine and hygiene from the Royal College of 
Physicians of London. Dr. Ing is an associate 
professor of medicine and infectious diseases 
at LLUSM.
DR. BLOMQUIST RECEIVES PRESIDENTIAL AWARD
(Continued from page 32)
AIMS, a corporation separate from the Alumni Association, she 
brought awareness that the society was languishing. Committed to 
maintaining a focus on alumni missionaries as one of the ministries 
of the Alumni Association, the board of directors approved her 
proposal to dissolve Adventist International Medical Society as a 
corporation and form a new Alumni In Mission Service (AIMS) 
Council within the Alumni Association. The formation of the 
AIMS council was completed in 2018 and now has greater support 
from the Alumni Association staff as well as a more consistent 
connection with the entire alumni community.
Dr. Blomquist's vision, hard work, and commitment to mission 
service are deeply appreciated and recognized.n
WEB DESIGN
Our clients get rave reviews on how beautiful, user-friendly, 
and fantastic their websites look. Specializing in premium 
custom design for professionals, our Adventist agency is easy 
to work with and passionate about making you stand out. 
Visit hellosmitten.com or call Kama at 541-903-1180.
MEDICAL SPACE FOR LEASE
Interested in starting or expanding your practice? LEASE 
by the room or whole medical space $2,200/mo. for 1,077 
SF. Expansion possible. Located in the Willamette Valley, a 
country town and bedroom of Salem/Portland. Adventist 
churches and K-12 nearby. Check out Stayton, Oregon. 
Where you want to STAY. (208) 946-6963 Call TODAY.
Classifieds
RATES FOR PLACEMENT AND CLASSIFIED ADS: 
$50 up to 50 words, then $1.50/word up to 100 words total.  
Extras: $20 each for a bold border, color screen, or logo. Call 
909-558-4633. More information and current rates can be found at 
www.llusmaa.org/ajadvertising.
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population and after the second vaccine. 
Having prior infection with SARS-CoV-2 
did not result in greater reactogenicity. 
Anaphylaxis is extremely rare after vacci-
nation with 11.1 cases per million doses 
after the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 
vaccine and 2.5 cases per million doses 
after the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. 
Those receiving the vaccine should 
follow the CDC’s recommendations for 
FEATURES
COVID-19 VACCINATION
BACKGROUND AND VACCINE EFFICACY
The Coronavirus Disease 2019 
(COVID-19) pandemic, caused by Severe 
Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 
2 (SARS-CoV-2), has had a devastating 
impact globally since its emergence in 
December 2019. Vaccines are the most 
promising component of the effort to reduce 
COVID-19 associated morbidity and 
mortality. In response, numerous vaccine 
candidates have been developed and are in 
various stages of evaluation (see Table 1). In 
December 2020, two vaccines were granted 
emergency use authorization (EUA) by 
the US Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) for the prevention of symptomatic 
COVID-19, the BNT162B2 (Pfizer-
BioNTech) and mRNA1273 (Moderna) 
vaccines. Both vaccines are mRNA-based 
and encode the full-length spike protein of 
SARS-CoV-2. These vaccines have demon-
strated that they are highly efficacious for 
the prevention of symptomatic COVID-19 
disease starting 14 days after the second 
dose of vaccine. Pfizer-BioNTech reported 
COVID-19 Vaccination 
AN OVERVIEW
BY CHRISTINE M. AKAMINE ’15 AND MICHAEL B. ING ’90
PHASE Groups recommended to 
receive COVID-19 Vaccine 
Health care personnel
Long-term care facility residents
Frontline essential workers
Persons aged ≥ 75 years
Persons aged 65–75 years
All persons aged ≥ 17 years not pre-
viously recommended for vaccination
Essential workers not 
recommended for Phase 1b
Persons aged 16–64 years with 
high-risk medical conditions
Table 2:  ACIP vaccine priority allocation list.
Vaccine Type
Developing/Sponsor 








Emergency use in European Union granted 
1/29/21, Phase III clinical trials ongoing
US EUA granted 2/27/21Janssen/Johnson & Johnson
Novavax
Sanofi 
US EUA granted 12/18/20
US EUA granted 12/11/20
In Phase II clinical trials
Planning to launch Phase IIb study 
2/2021
Table 1: A selected list of COVID-19 vaccines.
95% efficacy and Moderna reported 94% 
efficacy. All available COVID-19 vaccines 
have undergone rigorous testing in large 
clinical trials to ensure they meet strict 
safety criteria. Additionally, the scientific 
methods and full data sets were extensively 
peer-reviewed by multiple groups including 
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), 
US FDA, and the Advisory Committee 
on Immunization Practices (ACIP). These 
data have since been published and are 
available to the public. Given the limita-
tion in available vaccines, the ACIP has 
published recommendations regarding 
the COVID-19 vaccine prioritization and 
allocation (see Table 2). All adults in the 
United States will be eligible for the vaccine 
after April 19, 2021.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND PRECAUTIONS
No vaccine is 100% effective. However, 
we do know that these COVID-19 vaccines 
have been extremely effective in the preven-
tion of severe COVID-19 disease with 
virtually no reported COVID-19-related 
deaths following vaccination. There is 
also recent data indicating that vaccinated 
persons who develop symptomatic infec-
tion shed significantly less virus in their 
nasopharyngeal tissues. This explains 
why vaccination prevents severe disease 
and also indicates that infection following 
vaccination will likely result in less person-
to-person transmission. Since it is still 
unknown whether vaccinated persons with 
asymptomatic infection are still infectious, 
even vaccinated individuals should wear 
masks and practice social distancing to 
avoid the potential propagation of the virus 
and further spread of disease to others.
Since it is still unclear whether all 
previous COVID-19 infected persons 
have adequate immunity, vaccination is 
still recommended following COVID-19 
infection. Those developing symptomatic 
infection after the first dose of the vaccine 
should also receive their scheduled second 
dose after their infection has resolved. It is 
not yet known if the current COVID-19 
vaccines will be effective against all of 
the new emerging COVID-19 variants. 
However, since the goal is to halt transmis-
sion of the virus and eliminate viral replica-
tion, vaccination is critical in decreasing the 
opportunities for the virus to mutate into 
variant strains. 
SIDE EFFECTS
Side effects after vaccination are 
common and most are mild to moderate in 
severity. Fatigue, headache, myalgia, fever, 
and injection site reactions are common. 
Reactogenicity is greater in the younger 
Endnotes:
1. Dooling K, Marin M, Wallace M, et al. The 
Advisory Committee on Immunization 
Practices’ Updated Interim Recommendation 
for Allocation of COVID-19 Vaccine — 
United States, December 2020. MMWR 
Morb Mortal Wkly Rep 2021;69:1657-1660. 
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.15585/mmwr.
mm695152e2
post-vaccination observation to monitor for 
signs and symptoms of anaphylaxis so that 
treatment can be delivered promptly.
SUMMARY
In conclusion, COVID-19 vaccines are 
effective, safe, and are pivotal in our fight 
to curb this pandemic. They are extremely 
effective in preventing symptomatic 
COVID-19 infection and death. Severe 
side effects are extremely rare. We owe it 
to ourselves, our families, and society in 
general to get vaccinated, to prevent severe 
disease, transmission to others, and create 
the “herd immunity” necessary to bring this 
pandemic to an end.n
ORU CLOSES
I learned of my late acceptance to medical school at Oral 
Roberts University (ORU) in 1988 when the admissions office 
mistakenly called the radio show where I worked. When I called 
my family, they had already heard the news by radio! Two days later 
I joined nearly 40 Christian medical students in Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
having missed four weeks of orientation and the first two weeks of 
medical school. 
Six weeks into my second year, after studying all night, I skipped 
the weekly chapel meeting for a much needed nap. Afterwards my 
roommate, WILLIAM P. BAUGH ’92, told me during chapel 
they announced ORU, millions in debt, would close the medical 
school after the 1989–90 school year. In disbelief, I exclaimed I 
should have known better than to skip chapel to nap! 
Scrambling to apply to other medical schools, our shock wors-
ened as the Liaison Committee for Medical Education (LCME) 
pronounced ORU closed immediately. If we didn’t find an alter-
native school within days we would be shut out of medical school 
Oral Roberts to Loma Linda 
 
ALL THINGS WORK TOGETHER FOR GOOD
BY KEVIN M. KINBACK ’92
(Top row, from left) 1. Transferee MARTIN F. WALDRON ’92 addresses audience during a retreat at Pine Springs Ranch. 2. KATHERINE L. 
FRANCIS ’93. 3. Classmates prepare for a skit at Pine Springs Ranch including transferees THOMAS K. MOGENSON ’92, in dark windbreaker; 
RICHARD G. WILLIAMS ’92, wearing a cowboy hat; HOPE A. WILDENBURG ’92, in pink sweater; and MARTIN F. WALDRON ’92, in pink shirt. 
(Middle) 4. Transferee DONALD C. MANN ’93 and LLU friend JEFFREY D. HO ’92. (Bottom row, from left) 5. LORENE P. MONTGOMERY ’93 
and transferee DONALD C. MANN ’93. 6. Transferees ANDREW T. KUNINOBU ’92, KEVIN M. KINBACK ’92, and CLIFFORD C. EKE ’92. 7. 
Transferees DANIEL C. BENNETT ’93, OGE G. CHUKWU ’93, DAVID M. JOHNSON ’93, THOMAS J. MCBRIDE ’94, DONALD C. MANN ’93, 
CHUCK M. MONTGOMERY ’94, KARA A. ROONEY ’93, Doug Thames, and LAWRENCE J. WATTS ’94.
entirely, while still owing loans. As students frantically called their 
home state schools, Loma Linda University (LLU) representatives 
Drs. B. LYN BEHRENS ’63-AFF, dean of medicine, William 
M. Hooker, PhD, associate dean for student affairs, John Kerbs, 
PhD, associate dean of admissions, and Bart Rippon, PhD, grad-
uate school dean, flew in to interview over a hundred students, 
residents, and faculty. Their mission was to show genuine Christian 
care and to come to our aid. 
According to LEONARD S. WERNER ’81-RES, the 
admission criteria applied to ORU candidates included any 
connection to California, their spiritual background, and academic 
qualifications. A list of students accepted for transfer was released, 
and while the LLU representatives conducted their interviews, 
the names of additional transferees were posted daily. Anxious 
students, like me, prayed hard, knowing Loma Linda was our only 
hope. Romans 8:28 (NIV) encouraged me, “We know that in all 
things God works for the good of those who love Him, who have 
been called according to His purpose.” 
reasons: his wife’s family was from the area, but most importantly 
he appreciated the whole-person emphasis on a Christian campus. 
When they arrived, Tom and his wife slept in their moving truck 
for a week before finding housing. 
One example of faith is that of PAUL S. DAGHER ’93, from 
Beirut. He was newly married and facing stiff competition among 
international students when he started at ORU in 1989. Having 
just furnished their apartment, he felt led to prepare his family 
to move yet again, even before interviewing for LLU. Some ORU 
students saw this preparation as lacking faith, hoping ORU might 
remain open. With no small trucks available in town, Paul rented 
the largest one. Days later he offered fellow transfer students the 
extra space to pack their belongings for the journey to California, 
perfectly meeting the needs of many friends. 
Our caravan drove straight through for over 20 hours, reaching 
San Bernardino on Sunday, Sept. 24, 1989. That same day at a 
welcome barbeque mixer, exhausted from travel, we were eager for a 
grilled hamburger or hot dog. I was not the only one confused as we 
watched hot dogs being pulled from a can! I learned that vegetarian 
hot dogs weren’t for me, but later at White Memorial Hospital, I 
came to enjoy my nightly Stripple-lettuce-tomato sandwich, and 
my wife and I still love Stripples today. 
In preparation for our arrival, local Seventh-day Adventist 
churches collected donations of furniture and household items 
for transfer students. ROLANDA R. EVERETT ’92 recalls 
her family donated a few beds to the cause, and Dr. Hooker 
gave me a waterbed that lasted through residency. Loma Linda 
generously gave each of us $1,000 for books and other needs. 
Residents, students, and attendings offered us temporary housing. 
LAWRENCE D. LONGO ’54 graciously offered me his 
carriage house until I found an apartment.
ADJUSTING TO LLU
Adjusting to the LLU curriculum was difficult for us all, but 
especially the second-year students. We were one course ahead, but 
missed first-year classes of microbiology, examination, and whole-
person care. We did evening and weekend classes to catch up and 
had the stress of reapplying for financial aid and transferring loans. 
Resilient transferee KATHY M. ANDERSON ’92 had two 
children during medical school and managed to only miss one day 
of classes, graduating second in her class. 
Dr. Hooker offered free group therapy sessions to help us cope 
with the sudden changes. Knowing I would train in psychiatry, he 
took me under his wing in friendship. For nearly a dozen years, I 
had the pleasure of occasionally sharing lunch with my friend and 
mentor at our favorite Italian place.
Having worked as a rescue EMT, I was crushed to learn I missed 
ER rotations. KATHLEEN J. CLEM ’89, an ER attending, 
went the extra mile for me. She signed me as an ER volunteer and 
Behind the scenes, a complex series of events saved the ORU 
students. LLU had recently sought LCME approval to increase 
enrollment. However, with California medical schools at full 
capacity this process moved slowly. Unknown to us then, after 
ORU’s closure LCME not only granted approval but implored 
LLU and other medical schools to accept as many ORU students 
as possible. Had LLU expanded previously, there would have been 
no capacity to rescue the ORU students.
With foresight, Dr. Behrens realized the influx of students might 
concern the second-year class as they prepared for national exams. A 
member of the LLU second-year class, JULIO NARVAEZ ’92, 
remembers before she flew to Tulsa, Dr. Behrens compassionately 
explained the ORU crisis and asked the sophomores to vote on 
adding transferees. His class held the transfer students’ fates in 
their hands and, thankfully, voted to welcome the new students to 
the class of 1992. 
The LLU deans tirelessly interviewed students in groups of two 
or three. Dr. Hooker said, “It was like missionary work,” recalling 
an interview with three students, where one literally sat on the 
floor. Not surprisingly, that student was me! In my excitement I 
didn’t hesitate to jump on the floor for a chance to speak to the 
deans. Dr. Hooker shared he was struck by the high percentage of 
spiritually-oriented students they met at ORU, perfectly fitting the 
ideal LLU profile. Forty-five ORU students transferred to LLU: 
19 freshmen, 12 sophomores, and 14 juniors. Edward F. Goljan, 
MD, an ORU pathology professor, transferred as well and was 
immensely popular during his brief tenure at LLU. Loma Linda’s 
quest to maximize medical enrollment had succeeded in one week, 
filling the school to maximum capacity. 
STORIES OF THE TRANSFER
In the chaos God was leading. MARTIN F. WALDRON ’92, 
quickly accepted for transfer to LLU, was so excited to return home 
to California he backed his moving truck into the ORU housing 
gate! Most of us had only a few boxes of clothes and books and drove 
in caravans to other states. One ORU classmate, Nick Cardinale, 
MD, sold his ailing car and rode with two other transfer students 
to Kansas University. Despite a naval scholarship, Nick slept on his 
floor the next six months and noted as a transfer student he always 
felt like an outsider. In contrast, our origins as transfer students 
quickly vanished when we became part of the LLU family. 
Second-year student, THOMAS K. MOGENSEN ’92, was 
accepted at several transfer schools. He chose Loma Linda for two 





“OUR ORIGINS AS TRANSFER STUDENTS QUICKLY VANISHED WHEN WE BECAME PART OF THE 
LLU FAMILY.
personally taught me on nights and weekends around my other rota-
tions. For months I happily drew blood, started IVs, and sutured 
wounds. When my classmate, RICHARD G. WILLIAMS ’92, 
and I accompanied RICHARD H. HART ’70 on weekend 
mission trips to Mexico, the hours in the ER paid off. I saw that 
again the Lord provided the exact training I needed to treat those 
patients. Today, my LLU volunteer service pin reminds me of my 
gratitude, which cannot be measured in words, to Dr. Clem, Dr. 
Hart, and all those who taught me.
I was deeply impacted by whole-person medicine classes taught 
by Wil Alexander, PhD. One night, in front of 50 students, you 
could’ve heard a pin drop while Dr. Alexander interviewed a 
20-year-old girl after a liver transplant. She shared raw emotions, 
physical scars, and future fears, both of trauma and joy after a major 
life-saving operation. We were shown how to practically apply 
Christianity to everyday medical practice and how to compassion-
ately ask questions about how God fit into the lives of our patients. 
At Pine Springs Ranch retreats, fellow students and attendings 
took personal interest in us, showing care and compassion, and 
forming life-long friendships. Another major blessing was a LLU 
nurse who introduced me to the Christian Orange County woman 
who has now been my wife for over 25 years. I was welcomed into 
the Seventh-day Adventist church and enjoyed spending Sabbaths 
with friends. And you can be sure I was especially careful to never 
miss chapel again, for obvious reasons! 
Dr. Werner proudly remembers every ORU student passed 
their licensing exams the first time, and all matched residencies. 
Today, I have such gratitude to LLU—I am not sure I will ever 
finish giving back. Loma Linda saw me through medical school, 
residency, and opened the door to teaching; I still teach LLU 
psychiatry residents 25 years later. Today, I am a proud alumnus 
and member of the Alumni Association. I hope my story encour-
ages fellow alumni to contribute not only financially, but to impact 
medical students through mentorship and instruction. The princi-
ples and mission of Loma Linda form a light that keeps shining in a 
world desperately needing whole-person medicine with the love of 
God practically applied.
 Several years ago I lectured at APC and had the opportunity to 
reconnect with Dr. Behrens. She happily listened to my story about 
ORU. Holding back a few tears, I thanked her that 30 years prior, 
she took a chance on me as I sat on the floor, with a heart that still 
today remains full of hope for the future.n
Author’s note: I recognize there are 45 unique transfer stories 
and limited time and space have allowed me to share just a few. 
Thanks are due to the following people for sharing informa-
tion for this article: Karen V. Wells ’93; Paul S. Dagher ’93; 
Leonard S. Werner ’81-res; William M. Hooker, PhD; Henry 
H. Lamberton, PsyD, ’01-fac; Julio Narvaez ’92; Richard 
G. Williams ’92; Kathy M. Anderson ’92; Thomas 
K. Mogensen ’92; Stephen L. George ’92; Rolanda R. 
Everett ’92; Jeffrey D. Ho ’92; Myron C. Mariano ’92; and 
Nick Cardinale, MD.
To see more photos, view this article online at llusmaa.org/news.
Dr. Kinback graduated from LLU in 1992, finished his 
psychiatry residency in 1996, served as an attending to 
2000, and still serves as clinical faculty today. He is a pioneer 
in Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) therapy in 
California and a founding member of the Clinical TMS 
Society. He runs a psychiatry group practice in Ladera Ranch, California.





Yearning for Healing 
BY DAFNE T. MORETTA ’11
My husband and I flew to Colombia to help Venezuelan refugees in August 2018. 
Venezuela has been in a downward spiral for years with political unrest, hyperinflation, 
power outages, and profound food and medicine shortages. The country is facing the 
biggest health care crisis in its 199-year history.
We would be working with Venezuelan physicians and 
dentists in the border city of Cucuta. This city boasts a 
population of more than 750,000 Colombians and approx-
imately 200,000 Venezuelan refugees. Immediately, the 
stories of the Venezuelan medical practitioners captivated 
me. Their struggles to provide care with no medications, no 
diagnostic equipment, no electricity, and seemingly, no hope, 
gave me an uncomfortable wake-up call. 
But it wasn’t until I started listening to patients’ stories 
that I fully realized the evil that surrounded these people 
and their deep need of restoration. I met a female patient 
in her 30s on the last day of clinic. She had persistent 
and severe lower back pain that was impossible to control 
without medication, which she didn’t have. When I inquired 
about the etiology of her pain, the story she shared tore me 
to pieces. Her husband had been killed in anti-government 
protests in Venezuela and she fled to Colombia with three 
small children in search of a new life. She described the 
struggle to survive in Colombia, doing any work available. 
But cleaning homes was not enough to feed her family. Her 
overwhelming physical and emotional pain was palpable. A 
cousin offered to help her get into a “lucrative business” in 
Bogotá. She trusted the superficial description and took a 
bus to Bogotá with other women, her hopes high. It wasn’t 
long before she discovered that she had been brought to 
work as a prostitute. Expressing regrets and tears, she bravely 
attempted to finish her story, but I could barely understand 
her. I placed my hand on her shoulder as she sobbed in 
silence. I had nothing to say either.
Finally, she answered my question, “As I was escaping 
from that horrific scene, I ran, and fell, and ran again, and 
DAFNE T. MORETTA ’11 listens to her patient's harrowing story of survival while on a short-term medical mission trip to the city of 
Cucuta, Colombia, near the Venezuelan border.
A portion of the ORU transfer students shortly 
after arriving at LLU (all from left):
(Back row) Roselyn M. Dinsay ’93, Kara 
A. Rooney ’93, Doug Thames, Donald C. Mann ’93, 
David M. Johnson ’93, Katherine L. Francis ’93, 
Paul S. Dagher ’93, Roland E. Bastian ’93, Kevin M. 
Kinback ’92; (Second row from back) Lawrence J. 
Watts ’94 (seated), Michael H. Clark ’93, Lance T. 
Frye ’93, William P. Baugh ’92, unknown, Richard G. 
Williams ’92, Elizabeth E. Bertrand ’93, Christine M. 
Bozich ’93, unknown, Chuck M. Montgomery ’94; 
(second row from front) Hope A. Wildenberg ’92, 
Samuel R. Bauzon ’93, Deborah L. Hill ’92, unknown, 
Stephen B.Hillis ’92, Martin F. Waldron ’92, Kathy M. 
Anderson ’92, Ian Kim ’92, Clifford C. Eke ’92; (front 
row) Daniel C. Bennett ’93, Stephen L. George ’92, 
Kunchok Dorjee ’95. 


















fell again. I ran all night until I found the Red Cross office 
the following morning.” From Bogotá, she was sent back to 
Cucuta with no money, no food, and an impressive bruise 
on her lower back and leg. I examined her in silence. Her 
tears continued to flow, and so did mine. I gave her an IV 
anti-inflammatory. It was all I had. We also gave her food, 
clothes, money, and introduced her to the church family 
hosting the clinic. They really embraced her. I prayed with 
her, or at least I tried. My thoughts seemed so much more 
eloquent than my words. She thanked me and left.
Every time I think about this woman, I yearn for a 
healing that neither I nor any other physician, but One, can 
provide. That physician once said, “Daughter, be of good 
comfort: thy faith hath made thee whole; go in peace,” Luke 
8:48 (KJV). Making one whole is not merely a cure; it is the 
act of healing sin, the deep-rooted, deadly sin that is impos-
sible to cleanse by human power (Desire of Ages 266.1); it 
is truly the want of this world. Healing, cleansing, and 
wholeness, are nothing but the restoration of God’s image in 
men. Jesus Himself came to restore us back to God (1 Peter 
3:18). So, “the very essence of the gospel is indeed resto-
ration, and the Savior would have us bid the sick, the hope-
less, and the afflicted take hold upon His strength.” (Desire 
of Ages 824.5). “He was wounded for our transgressions, 
He was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our 
peace was upon Him; and with His stripes we are healed,” 
Isaiah 53:5 (KJV).n
Dr. Moretta serves on the faculty at Loma Linda 
University (LLU) and remains passionate about 
overseas medical mission work. She lives in Loma 
Linda, California, with her husband, Carlos 
Moretta, an oral and maxillofacial surgeon on faculty 
at the LLU School of Dentistry.
“EVERY TIME I THINK ABOUT THIS WOMAN I YEARN FOR A HEALING THAT NEITHER 
I NOR ANY OTHER PHYSICIAN, BUT ONE, 
CAN PROVIDE.
Kevin G. ’90 and  
A. Sunshine Drew ’91
KD: PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHABILITATION 
AD: FAMILY MEDICINE (RETIRED)
NILES, MICHIGAN
FOR WHAT ARE YOU FAMOUS AMONG FRIENDS AND 
FAMILY? 
KD: Making crepes. I was first mesmerized watching 
this process in Paris, and now I love making fresh, 
tasty goodness for church potlucks or other events. 
 
AD: For having six children. We planned on two or three 
when we got married, then thought we should add a few 
more so they would learn to share, wear hand-me-down 
clothes, work part-time jobs, and grow up with middle-
class values. Well, my kids are sweet, marvelous rascals and I 
think we met our goals.
WHAT IS YOUR BEST MEDICAL SCHOOL MEMORY? 
KD: I enjoyed classes and Sabbath school with Dr. 
A. Graham Maxwell and learning to not only obey 
God, but why I love and admire Him. 
AD: During surgery rotation, witnessing live internal organs 
in an open torso awed me with the power and genius of our 
Creator. I have never forgotten that underneath the ordinary 
clothes and skin of my patients exists a secret universe of 
energy in constant coordinated motion by superb design. 
WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST MEANINGFUL 
EXPERIENCE IN YOUR MEDICAL CAREER? 
KD: I had a patient with chronic pain. She often complained 
about her condition, life in general, and her physician (me). 
I am not sure why, but one day I voiced my frustration as 
her physician. Her eyes got big, a very interesting conversa-
tion commenced, leading us to a mutual understanding and 
a strengthened, more honest relationship. I still see her every 
three months and we often laugh at that experience together. 
 
AD: An elderly patient came in with a huge cheek tumor 
and a history of chronic smoking. She suspected terminal 
cancer and had avoided doctors. From her initial history and 
exam, I knew she was probably right. We cried silently and 
held each other, for words were inadequate. I only saw her 
twice; she died soon afterwards. A moment may be all we 
have, but that moment can hold an eternity of meaning.
IF YOU WERE TO HAVE WORKED IN A FIELD OUTSIDE 
OF MEDICINE, WHAT WOULD IT HAVE BEEN? WHY? 
KD: Education in history or math at the high school or 
college level. Much of what I do in medicine is teaching. 
Seeing that spark in peoples’ eyes when they understand 
a new concept is very rewarding.
AD: Theology is another passion of mine. I relinquished 
my medical practice for full-time motherhood when my last 
three kids came one year apart. After they started school, 
I pursued a second career obtaining a PhD in systematic 
theology, emphasis in hermeneutics. I now teach at the 
Andrews University seminary.
IF YOU COULD LEARN TO DO SOMETHING NEW OR 
BETTER, WHAT WOULD IT BE?
KD: Theological history, I’d like to learn methods to get at 
truths from the past. Stories of how theological ideas began, 
and the individuals and cultural forces that impacted 
(Continued on page 44)
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“The seventy-six acres of hill and valley land are well cultivated and will furnish 
much fruit and many vegetables for this 
institution. Fifteen acres of the valley land 
are alfalfa hay. Eight acres are in good 
bearing orange orchards. Many acres of 
land around the cottages and the main building are 
laid out in lawns, drives, and walks. There are horses 
and carriage, cows and poultry, farming implements 
and wagons. The buildings and grounds are abun-
dantly supplied with excellent water.”1 
Upon this land Ellen G. White described above, 
the founders of Loma Linda University built the first 
Loma Linda hospital. They erected the small building at the cost of 
$27,154.41 in a short amount of time in the most unlikely place: a 
cow pasture, “barn, and foul yard” where the “weeds and cockleburs 
grew.” With high expectations, the small, but short-lived, teaching 
hospital opened its doors on Monday, Dec. 1, 1913. Where that 
hospital once stood is now known as the basic sciences quadrangle. 
On Monday, March 20, 1929, the second Loma Linda hospital 
opened its doors to patients. This hospital, known as Nichol Hall 
today, was located on the crest of the hill, near the cottages and south 
of the sanitarium. Although it was larger than the first, expansion 
and remodeling during its 38-year history was necessitated by the 
ever-growing population in the surrounding communities. 
In the early 1960s, the university board voted to build a new 
multi-story hospital. With a certificate of need in hand, ground-
breaking ceremonies were held on June 7, 1964. The plans called 
for the hospital to be built on the orange orchard acreage, the last 
rural vestiges of this small sectarian campus. Soon, the hammer 
blows of progress echoed on the land of smudge pots, shallow-root 
irrigation channels, and orange blossoms.
Pictured above 
is an aerial view 





















1. White, E.G., Loma Linda Messages, 109.5–109.6.
2. Shryock, Diamond Memories (general information).
The new Loma Linda Hospital 
opened on July 9, 1967, and three years 
later, on Aug. 20, 1970, it was renamed 
Loma Linda University Medical Center 
(LLUMC). Since its opening, LLUMC 
has expanded in stages. Additions include 
the Schuman Pavilion, the Children's 
Hospital, the Proton Treatment Center, and the 
Wong Kerlee International Conference Center, 
with its east wing named the Chan Shun Pavilion 
Cancer Institute and the west wing called the 
Coleman Pavilion. During this expansion program, 
the Faculty Medical Clinics and Outpatient Surgery 
Center were constructed south of Barton Road. 
Today, the campus buildings, old and new,  stand in tribute to 
the early day pioneers, visionaries of the early 20th century who 
were compelled to build upon this land a health care institution 
of the “highest order.” The new monolithic towers on the spacious 
Loma Linda University Health Dennis and Carol Troesh Campus 
rise above the iconic hill upon which the original college was 
founded. These towers that will soon open their doors, stand as a 
testament to the University Health Board, the organization's lead-
ership, the donors large and small, and the surrounding commu-
nities. They anticipated the needs of the future and built upon the 
foundations laid by others. Though the hospital locations on the 
campus proper have changed over the last 107 years, the institu-
tion's hospital doors, whose mission is “to make man whole, ” have 
never closed. They have remained open to receive all who are “weary 
and burdened” and seek healing and rest.n
DR. REEVES, A GENTLE GIANT AND  
PROFESSOR OF SURGERY, A FACULTY 
MEMBER AT LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY (LLU) 
FOR 53 YEARS, AND A PAST PRESIDENT OF 
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, PASSED TO HIS 
REST ON FEB. 14, 2021.
After retiring from RGH, he went on to work nearly 20 years 
at the VA Loma Linda Healthcare System, continuing to train 
residents who affectionately referred to him as “Papa Reeves” at 
this stage in his life. Up to his retirement in 2018, he never lost 
his skills as a master surgical teacher.
In addition to his clinical work, Dr. Reeves served LLU 
as a philanthropist, founding the Clifton and Sandra Reeves 
Endowed Chair in Surgical Education, and as chair of the 
School of Medicine Admissions Committee for many decades. 
In over 50 years of service, it is estimated he oversaw the admis-
sion of more than 4,000 medical students and taught surgery to 
over 1,000 medical students and 300 surgical residents. In doing 
this, he won multiple teacher of the year awards, both from the 
Macpherson Society and the department of surgery.
Dr. Reeves also had a special place in his heart for the Alumni 
Association. He was recognized as an Honored Alumnus in 
1985, named Alumnus of the Year in 2015, and served as presi-
dent of the Alumni Association in 1983-1984.
Despite being a highly skilled surgeon, Dr. Reeves was always 
humble. His whole life was centered around God and making 
those around him successful. He is survived by his wife, Sandra; 
three sons, Bruce, MARK E. REEVES ’92, and David; seven 
grandchildren, and four great-grandchildren.n
Clifton D. Reeves ’60
Dr. Reeves was born on Aug. 27, 1934, in Carlton, Oklahoma. 
He grew up on a small farm, the oldest of four boys. He attended 
a small public school, graduating in a high school class of five 
students, and became the first person from his family to attend 
college when he enrolled in Union College in Lincoln, Nebraska. 
There he met HAROLD L. FEIKES ’58, an Oklahoma 
pre-med student two years ahead of him, who convinced Dr. 
Reeves to pursue a career in medicine.
Dr. Reeves made another significant connection at Union 
College, that of his future wife, Sandra Joyner. They were married 
between his junior and senior years in college in Nevada, Iowa, 
where Sandra’s father managed the broom factory at Oak Park 
Academy. After Dr. Reeves graduated from Union College in 
1956, he and Sandra followed the migration of “Okies,” made 
famous by John Steinbeck in the “Grapes of Wrath,” as they 
moved to California so he could attend medical school at the 
College of Medical Evangelists (CME).
The couple had three boys, and Dr. Reeves graduated from 
CME in the class of 1960. He pursued a residency in surgery at 
White Memorial Medical Center, with later training in thoracic 
surgery at City of Hope National Medical Center. In 1965, 
DAVID B. HINSHAW SR. ’47, then the chair of surgery 
and the dean of the School of Medicine, recruited Dr. Reeves to 
become the first chief resident in surgery at Riverside General 
Hospital (RGH) as the School of Medicine was consolidating on 
the Loma Linda campus. 
Dr. Reeves agreed to join the LLU faculty at RGH where he 
went on to serve for 35 years, the last 25 as the chief of surgery. 
His passion for surgical education made RGH a favorite site for 
medical students to do surgery rotations and surgical residents 
to do their training. He was a master surgeon, famously using 
the suction device to retract and provide perfect exposure. Many 
times at the end of a case, surgical residents would think, “Wow, 
that case went exceptionally well,” but as they matured they 
would realize in actuality Dr. Reeves did most of the case with 
the suction device. – BY MARK E. REEVES ’92
ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT
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those ideas fascinate me.
AD: Any time I stray from a recipe it is a disaster! Someday, when 
all my kids and their families come back home, I want to cook a 
gourmet feast for 25 and not break a sweat.
WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU HAVE EVER RECEIVED? 
KD: “Find a good mentor, and when you can, be one.” I can’t say 
that I have taken advantage of this, or lived up to it, but I still think 
it is good advice.
AD: Growing up, whenever I asked my dad if I could do something 
crazy, he would say, “Why not?” flinging the challenge back to me 
to find a way to get it done. Sometimes it was feasible, often it was 
not. But that, “Why not?” was an incredibly positive and pragmatic 
approach to life that inspires me to think outside the box and 
attempt new things.n
ailments. Every so often, we are reminded of our limits in fixing 
that which is broken. We are reminded that humanity is more than 
just bone and flesh—there is a mind, a consciousness. We are one 
of the few species on Earth that can contemplate its own existence. 
And such a mind does not take a back seat to the physical vessel. 
If we wish to be physicians, healers of such humanity, we can only 
do so by acknowledging all the parts of our patients (and the very 
human physician) that make us whole,” shared one faculty member.
Born and reborn, department of medicine faculty members 
embrace an old mission and an emerging and fresh identity. They 
embrace basic and tertiary clinical services on the main campus 
while reaching out to the community. They assure the experience of 
next generation students, residents, fellows, and patients.n
Dr. Hegstad worked for 25 years at Riverside General Hospital and 
Riverside County Regional Medical Center before coming to Loma Linda 
University in 2009 to serve as chair of the department of medicine.
ETHEL R. NELSON ’48, of Dunlap, 
Tennessee, was born in 1923 
and died Jan. 28, 2021, at the 
age of 97. 
Dr. Nelson was a pathol-
ogist, and her husband, 
ROGER T. NELSON ’45, was a surgeon. 
She and Roger met at Loma Linda University 
School of Medicine and married in 1946. In 
1951, they became missionaries in Bangkok, 
Thailand. There they raised their three children 
while working at the Seventh-day Adventist 
mission hospital. 
In addition to being an accomplished pathol-
ogist, Dr. Nelson also practiced general medi-
cine and obstetrics in Bangkok. As a part of her 
work, she started a school of medical technology 
and trained students from all over Asia.
Dr. Nelson was a loving and beloved mother 
and always made time for her three children. 
She planned exciting family trips, which are 
now treasured familial memories. One such trip 
consisted of taking bamboo rafts down a river to 
bring medical care to remote villages. 
Their first mission trip to Thailand ended 
in 1968 when the Drs. Nelson moved their 
family to Reading, Massachusetts, so their 
children could attend college in the United 
States. There she and Roger practiced at New 
England Memorial Hospital until 1978 when 
they returned to Bangkok. In 1983, they left 
Thailand for good after 22 years serving there. 
They settled in Tennessee.
Dr. Nelson’s research-oriented mind was 
ever curious, whether working on a medical 
mystery like dengue fever or with Chinese 
characters. She was a prolific writer. She wrote 
many published research papers and published 
many books on her passion—ancient Chinese 
characters and their relationship to the Genesis 
story. She also authored health books, a biog-
raphy of Denis Burkitt, MD, and wrote and 
illustrated storybooks for her grandchildren.
Dr. Nelson was an energetic, creative, and 
optimistic woman who was known for her big 
heart. She and her husband helped many people 
over the course of their lives through their 
medical work, encouragement, generosity, and 
philanthropy.
She is survived by her three children, Laurel 
Damsteegt, Orlyn Nelson, and Theodore 
Nelson, and their spouses, six grandchildren and 
nine great-grandchildren.
VERNON M. PARRETT ’48 died Feb. 27, 
2021. He specialized in internal medicine.
GERALD L. CASEBOLT ’49 died Sept. 1, 
2020. He specialized in general surgery.
GORDON A. NEWELL ’51 died May 
3, 2020. He specialized in obstetrics and 
gynecology.
GEORGE L. JULER ’52 was born March 13, 
1924, and passed away Dec. 
12, 2020. He was honored 
with a military committal 
service at Riverside National 
Cemetery. Dr. Juler special-
ized in general surgery.
DOROTHY J. ALLFORD ’53-A passed 
away on Dec. 29, 2020, at the age of 96. 
Originally from Louisiana, Dr. Allford spent 
the majority of her career in Loma Linda and 
remained connected with LLU throughout that 
time. She specialized in physical medicine and 
rehabilitation. She also performed early research 
on the detrimental effects of smoking.
KENNETH H. BURDEN ’53-A, a physician 
who set foot on every conti-
nent, 195 countries, and 
every county in the United 
States, was born Nov. 20, 
1926, and died Dec. 19, 2019, 
doing what he loved best—traveling on a cruise 
from Rome to Dubai.
Dr. Burden's great-uncle, John Allen 
Burden, was a founder of Loma Linda 
University (LLU), and both his parents, 
HAROLD G. BURDEN ’24 and UNA V. 
HUDSON ’25, were alumni.
Dr. Burden earned a bachelor’s degree in 
1948 from Union College in Nebraska, where 
he met Clarita Kaufman. They maintained a 
long-distance relationship for two years while 
she studied in Colorado and he attended LLU 
School of Medicine. They married in 1950.
Dr. Burden completed his internship in 
Maryland and worked for the U.S. Public 
Health Service on Oregon’s Warm Springs 
Reservation before answering the call to mission 
service in Puerto Rico, where they served for 12 
years. They welcomed four children into their 
lives: Gary, Dan, Don, and Debbie.
The family left Puerto Rico in 1967 and 
eventually settled in Chehalis, Washington, 
where Dr. Burden joined Steck Memorial 
Clinic, founded by LESTER G. STECK ’25. 
He worked there until retiring in 2002. His 
wife, Clarita, a piano teacher, was named to the 
Washington State Music Teachers Association 
Hall of Fame.
The couple served many years at the Chehalis 
Seventh-day Adventist Church. They taught 
Sabbath school, sang every Christmas season 
in Handel’s “Messiah,” and joined Maranatha 
trips to help build schools and churches around 
the world.
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their goal of visiting all 3,007 counties in the 
United States. An avid bird watcher, Dr. Burden 
continued traveling after the death of his wife 
in 2013. In 2018, he drove to Loma Linda at 
the age of 91 to attend his 65th medical school 
reunion and visited Union College in Nebraska 
for his 70th  reunion. Every year, he traveled 
6,000 miles by car to visit his adult children. 
In 2018, he published his autobiography, “Our 
Wonderful Life with Itchy Feet.” His smile, 
dedication, and wonderful sense of humor will 
be missed.
Dr. Burden is survived by his brother, H.O. 
Burden; his four adult children; six grandchil-
dren; and two great-grandchildren.
ROY V. BERGLUND ’54 was born July 4, 
1922, in Seattle, Washington, 
and died Nov. 23, 2020, at 
age 98.
Dr. Berglund graduated 
from Queen Anne High 
School, and started to attend the University of 
Washington while working full time in a radio 
shop. However, his college education was inter-
rupted by the bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941. 
He was in the U.S. Army Air Corps during 
World War II, based stateside in Santa Ana, 
California, working as a medical lab technician.
Subsequently, he graduated from La Sierra 
College in 1949 and attended the College of 
Medical Evangelists (CME) in Loma Linda, 
graduating in 1954. While he was happy and 
proud to consider himself a medical evangelist, 
some foreign countries did not want to accept 
medical evangelists, so CME later made updated 
diplomas available for graduates. 
Dr. Berglund met Leona Carscallen, and 
they married on Sept. 4, 1962. A year later, their 
first son, David, was born. Two years after that, 
their second son, John, was born.
Dr. Berglund built Crestview Convalescent 
Hospital in Rialto, California, from the ground 
up. He and Leona ran it for many years, as well 
as a retirement home which they later built on 
the same property. Dr. Berglund loved to go 
for walks and was very health conscious. He 
regularly took his family to Yosemite for hikes 
up Mist Trail to Vernal Falls and a few times 
climbed to the top of Half Dome. In later 
years, he enjoyed attending cardiology meetings 
in Yosemite. 
He dedicated his life to the service of people's 
health, working in medical relief mission fields 
and filling in for missionary doctors who needed 
to return home on furlough. This led to him 
serving in the mission field for months at a 
time, in Sri Lanka in 1972, Vietnam in 1974, 
Thailand in 1979-80, Taiwan in 1983, Zambia 
in 1986, and Palau in 2001.
He was very generous and opened his home 
to many young people who needed a place to 
stay while continuing their education. He is 
deeply missed.
Dr. Berglund is survived by his wife, two 
sons, and seven grandchildren.
RONALD E. KRUM ’60 died March 26, 
2020. He specialized in family practice and 
geriatrics.
SUCHADA P. POH ’61 died Nov. 27, 2020. 
She specialized in pediatrics.
THOMAS E. GIBSON JR. ’62 died Aug. 
25, 2020. He specialized in obstetrics and 
gynecology.
HAROLD D. SCHUTTE ’62 passed peace-
fully at home on Nov. 3, 
2020, with his wife of 64 
years at his side. 
Dr. Schutte received his 
medical degree from LLU 
in 1962 and interned at Mission Hospital. 
He practiced family medicine in Asheville for 
three years. He then entered a residency in 
pediatrics at the University of Tennessee and 
St. Jude Children's Hospital in Memphis. After 
completing his residency training, he returned to 
Asheville, where he practiced pediatrics for the 
next 40 years. 
Dr. Schutte was associate clinical professor 
of pediatrics at University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill and assistant professor of general 
medicine at Duke University. He held many 
medical staff offices during his active practice, 
including chairman of pediatrics both at Mission 
and St. Joseph Hospitals. He also was a former 
chief of staff at Mission Hospital. 
Dr. Schutte was continually active in 
promoting improved quality of care for children, 
resulting in the co-founding of pediatric inten-
sive care and neonatal intensive care units at 
Mission Hospital. After retiring from pediatrics, 
Dr. Schutte became a state medical examiner 
for 10 years. He also served in the U.S. Army 
during the Korean War.
Dr. Schutte was an active member of the 
Asheville North Seventh-day Adventist Church, 
which he helped to establish. He was a member 
of several charitable boards, including Industries 
for the Blind Solutions, Aston Park Health Care 
Center, Care Partners, and other organizations. 
Dr. Schutte will be dearly missed. He is 
survived by his wife, Margie Sabah Schutte; his 
two children, H. DEL SCHUTTE JR. ’84 and 
Anne Williams; two grandchildren; and one 
great-grandchild.
REGINALD G. MADDEN ’64 was born 
June 29, 1937, in Ontario, 
Canada, and passed away 
peacefully July 3, 2020. He 
attended Oshawa Missionary 
College and Emmanuel 
Missionary College (now Andrews University) 
before coming to Loma Linda University for 
medical school. He stayed at LLU for a rotating 
internship and completed his residency in 
internal medicine at Riverside General Hospital 
in 1969. 
Soon after residency, Dr. Madden was 
drafted into the U.S. Army despite his Canadian 
nationality. He was made an American citizen 
overnight, and so began 20 years of military 
service. He moved his family of four around the 
world, serving as far away as Egypt. 
He was dearly loved by his patients and 
respected by his colleagues. During his years 
of military service, he was awarded three 
Meritorious Service Medals and two Army 
Commendation Medals, but most of all he was 





known for the outstanding care and attention he 
gave to the practice of family medicine.
After retiring from military service, Dr. 
Madden settled in Loma Linda, California. He 
is survived by his children; Patricia Mann, RN 
and Matthew Madden, NP; three grandchil-
dren; and by his former wife and always dear 
friend, Eileene Johnston-Madden, RN.
FRANK H. MCNIEL ’65 died Dec. 8, 2020. 
He specialized in family practice.
LARRY L. THOMAS ’74 died Dec. 10, 2020. 
Dr. Thomas was a past 
Alumni Association presi-
dent, Honored Alumnus, 
AIMS Awardee, and extraor-
dinary missionary physician.
After Dr. Thomas graduated from medical 
school and was established as an emergency 
physician, he attended the London School of 
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. There he real-
ized tropical medicine physicians lacked oppor-
tunities for clinical experience, so he formed the 
Tropical Health Alliance Foundation (THAF). 
Initially, THAF helped match physicians with 
hospitals in Africa, but it has grown to include 
several other projects. THAF currently focuses 
on programs that are simple, practical, and 
understandable. From cataract surgery and 
podoconiosis treatment to clean water, THAF 
provides services to improve the lives for the 
people of Ethiopia. When not in Ethiopia or 
the emergency room, Dr. Thomas spent his 
time speaking, advocating, and raising funds for 
THAF projects to continue the medical mission 
work he was so passionate about.
DEWARD A. HENNEBERG ’77-A lived to 
age 75 in Coeur d’Alene, 
Idaho. He was born in 
Sutherland, Nebraska, on 
Jan. 19, 1945, and passed 
away Dec. 14, 2020. 
Dr. Henneberg grew up as a missionary 
child in South and Central America. He went 
to Upper Columbia Academy in Spangle, 
Washington, then on to Walla Walla College. 
He received a masters of divinity through 
Andrews University and earned his medical 
degree at Loma Linda University.
Dr. Henneberg married Bonnie Masat on 
Aug. 6, 1967, in Loma Linda, California. They 
were married for 53 years and shared more 
than one life’s worth of happy memories. Dr. 
Henneberg was a minister for five years, with 
churches in Orting and Bellevue, Washington. 
He then became a physician and practiced 
obstetrics and gynecology in Coeur d’Alene from 
1981 until 2017. He was able to start a private 
practice with his brother and eventually his son.
Dr. Henneberg’s main interest was his family, 
but he also tolerated golf, fishing, camping, and 
weekend trips with friends. He despised home 
maintenance. He was actively involved with the 
Coeur d’Alene Seventh-day Adventist Church 
and passionately cared for children’s education 
through Lake City Academy.
Dr. Henneberg was a man who loved his 
family, loved God, and loved people. He had an 
ability to connect intensely with people. He felt 
friendships deeply, he hugged strongly, and will 
be missed terribly.
He is survived by his wife, Bonnie Henneberg; 
his sons, ANDREW A HENNEBERG ’02 
and RJ; and their families.
GARY LIANG TSAO ’85 passed away 
peacefully on Jan. 3, 2021. Dr. 
Tsao was born in Los Angeles 
and grew up in Monterey 
Park, California, as the 
youngest in a family dedi-
cated to the Seventh-day Adventist (SDA) 
Church and the medical arts. 
He initially attended Garfield High School 
but graduated from Monterey Bay Academy 
in Watsonville, California. Dr. Tsao graduated 
magna cum laude from La Sierra University in 
Riverside and matriculated from LLU School 
of Medicine in 1985, following in his older 
brother GORDON M. TSAO ’83’s footsteps. 
After completing the family medicine residency 
program at Riverside General Hospital, Gary 
stayed on as faculty to teach the art of being a 
compassionate and capable physician. His life 
was a model of love, exploration, and passion.
His engineering talent was evident early on. 
In elementary school Gary was interviewed by a 
local news station when he built a U-controlled 
airplane from scratch. He loved fishing and 
even became a commercial fisherman in Alaska 
later in life. His dedication to bodybuilding and 
martial arts was fierce, and yet he was a gentle 
giant. Still, his size was dwarfed by his generous 
heart and love for others. His deep, rich bass 
voice was the foundation of many a choir, and 
his artistry and keen eye were evident in his 
remarkably detailed drawings.
Dr. Tsao had a wide range of knowledge, 
interests, and talents. He was an entrepreneur 
and an author of several children’s books. 
After retiring from medicine he embarked on a 
successful second career as a businessman. His 
hands-on approach to managing his businesses 
and properties made him well known in the 
community. Over the years, those who did busi-
ness with him also became his friends.
Although he kept busy with work, Dr. Tsao 
always made time for anyone who sought his 
advice. He loved God and was a regular member 
of the Mission Road SDA Church in Redlands. 
“Uncle Gary” could always be counted on to 
mentor the young adult groups and younger 
church members. He would not only nourish 
their spiritual needs, but he attended to their 
physical nourishment with his excellent cooking. 
We will remember Dr. Tsao for the love 
he shared with the people in his life and as the 
beloved person we were blessed to have known. 
He is truly missed by so many. His legacy is 
the high bar of generosity and human kindness 
he set for us by his example and the love and 
compassion he planted in each of our hearts.
Gary was preceded in death by his parents, 
George and Geneva Tsao; and his older brother, 
GORDON M. TSAO ’83.
KIROLLOS E. ZAKHARY ’14 died 
Nov. 6, 2020. He specialized in oral and 
maxillofacial surgery.n
Notify us of alumni who have passed, or review our obituary policy at WWW.LLUSMAA.ORG/IN-MEMORIAM-SUBMISSION-FORM.
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Though the campus 
     may change,    
     you will always be family.
We would not be where we are today without the hard work and dedication of each one of 
you, evident by the impact you have made in the world. As we prepare for the next phase of 
fulfilling our Mission to Continue the Healing Ministry of Jesus Christ, we are reaching out to 
partner with you as a member of our family. In preparation for the completion of our new 
hospital in 2020, our commitment is to grow our clinical faculty, meeting the needs of the 
Inland Empire, Southern California, and the world. If you have an interest in returning home, 
or know anyone who would like to join the team, we would love to hear from you. You can 
visit our website at www.socaldocs.com or contact me anytime.
Mike Unterseher, CMSR
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